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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, MAY 27, 1862.

VOLUME XXVI.
JJemotrafit

^anntr

culated in Maryland for a repeal of the late
obnoxious law, and it would be well worth
while to make slavery again an institution
IS PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY MORNING BY
here, although the newly created freemen
L. HARPER.
may not again become bondmen by its opera
Office in Woodward Block, 3d Story. tions, still by slavery again becoming an insti
tution, it will prevent the great exodus of ne
TERMS.—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad groes from Maryland and Virginia here, and
vance; $2.50 within six months; $3.00 after the expi prove essentially beneficial to both States aa
ration of the year.
well as the District itself.

Flu gfowacotic kroner
A LITTLE DEMOCRATIC PREACHING.
We have been permitted to make the follow
ing extracts from a letter written by Joseph
Ankeny, Esq., formerly of this county, but
now residing at Rock Grove City, Iowa, to his
friend Dr. Shaw, of Ankenytown. Squire
Ankeny’s preaching will no doubt be highly
gratifying to his numerous friends in Old
Knox:
Isaiah lviii : Cry aloud and spare not. Lift up
thy voice like a trumpet, and show my People their
transgressions, and the house of Abraham [Lincoln]
their sins. “When the wicked rule the people morn.”

•

The Negro AU in All.
The Washington correspondent of the Chi
cago Times writes as follows:
NIGRITUDINOUS.

Such a charcoal Sanhedrim as the Repub
lican side of the House of Representatives
can not be found elsewhere, except in the leg
islative councils of Liberia and Hayti. Ne
grophobia has seized the entire party of the
Administration; they have nigger on the
brain, nigger in the bowels, nigger in the eyes,
nigger, nigger, every-where. Steam power
is surpassed, caloric engines obsoleted; water
power, law power, Constitution power, and all
the powers, physical, moral, and political,
have found their superior in the great negro
power that moves the huge, unwieldy, reeking
and stewing mass of rottenness which makes
up this Administration and its party.
White soldiers, sick and wounded, wives
and children of those soldiers, white men
any and every-where, may suffer agony des
pair, famine, any thing, and »o humanitarian
doctrines arq preached for them by these nig
ger charmed saints of Republicanism—no gov
ernmental disbursements for their support.—
But for twenty-five thousand fat, shiny, grea
sy, fragrant niggers, the Government is giving
a perennial entertainment. This number of
sable aristocrats, without labor, without care,
without the asking, even, are fed, clothed and
boused by the Administration of Abraham
Lincoln at Hilton Head alone. There are at
least thirty thousand more negroes supported
by the Government in the same way at For
tress Monroe, Washington, and throughout
the army of the West. The Constitutional
Government of the United States is keeping
a grand national “ nigger dance house,” at a
cost of $50,000 per day. And every grain
of wheat, every kernel of corn, every potato
raised in the great North-west must be taxed
to help pay for this pliilo-niggerous experi
ment of the Abolitionists of New England.

Proclamation by the President.

Letter from Major Jack Downing.

Washington, May 19.
By the President of the United States :
A PROCLAMATION.
Whereas, There appears in the public prints
what purports to be a proclation of MajorGeneral Hunter: and whereas, the same is pro
ducing some excitement and misunderstanding,
therefore I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the
United States, proclaim and declare that the
Government of theUnited States had no knowl
edge or belief of an intention on the part of
Gen. Hunter to issue such a proclamation, nor
has it yet any authentic information that the
document is genuine; and further, that neither
Gen. Hunter or any other commander or per
son has been authorized by the Government of
the United States to make proclamation decla
ring the slaves of any State free; and that the
supposed proclamation now in question, wheth
er genuine or false, is altogether void so far as
respects such declaration.
I furthermore make known that whether it
be competent for me as commander-in-Chiefof
the army and navy to declare the slavesofanv
State or States free, and whether at any time,
or in any case it shall have become a necessity
indispensable to the maintenance of the Gov
ernment to exercise such supposed power, are
questions which, under my responsibility I re
serve to myself, and which 1 cannot feel justi
fied in leaving to the decision of commanders
in the field. These are totally different ques
tions from those of police regulations in armies
and camps.
On the 4th day of March last, by a special
message I recommended to Congress the adop
tion of a joint resolution to be substantially as
follows:
Resolved, That the United States ought to
co-operate with any State which may adopt a
gradual abolishment of slavery, giving to such
States, in its discretion, compensation for the
inconveniences, public and private, produced
by such changes of system.
The resolution in the language above quoted,
was adopted by a large majority in both
branches of Congress and now stands an au
thentic, definite and solemn proposal ofthe na
tion to the States and people most interested
in the subject-matter.
To the peopleof these States now I earnestly
appeal. I do not argue, I beseech you to make
the arguments for yourselves: you cannot if
you would, be blind to the signs of the times.
T beg of you a calm and enlarged consideration
of them, ranging, if it may be, far above per
sonal and party politics. This proposal makes
a common course for a common object, casting
no reproaches upon any. It acts not like the
pharisee. The change it contemplates would
come gently as the dews of heaven, not rending
or wrecking anything. Will you not embrace
it? So much good has not been done by one
effort in all past time, as in the providence of
God, it is now your high privilege to do. May
the vast future not have to lament that you
have neglected it.
In witness, whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the United States
to be annexed—done at the City of Washing
ton this 19th day of May, in the year of our
Lord 1862, and of the independence of the
United States the 86th.
(Signed)
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
President of the United States.
Wm. H. Seward, Sec’y. of State.

Wasihngton, April 15, 1852.
To the Editor of the Cawchashin :
Surs: I’ve been kinder sick sence I writ
you last. The truth is, this clymate in the
spring is reely very weaknin to the constitusbin. Linkin, too, has been terribully anxus
about war noose, and the nigh approach of
hpt weather. But the great subjeck which
the Kernel and I have been considerin, is the
“contrybands.” What is to be done with ’em?
That’s the questshin, and Linkin ses he would
like to see tl^e feller that can tell him. One
night Linkin got a big map, an be sot dnwn,
and “Now,” ses he, “Major let’s take a look
at all creashin, an see ef ther aint sum place
wliar we kin send these pesky kinky beds,
and get rid of ’em” “Wal,” ses I, “Kernel,
I’m agreed.” So we went at it. First Lin
kin put his finger on Haty. “Now,” ses he
“ thar’s an Hand that jest suits the nigger
constitushin. Suppose they go thar?” “But,”
ses I “Kernel, they won’t go, an ef they did,
they wouldn’t do nothin.” “Wal,” ses he,
“no matter, ef they won’t trouble us here enny longer.”
“But,” ses I, “ther’s one more resin. The
Hand ain’t large enuff to hold all the niggers,
four millions or thereabouts.” “Wal,” says
he, “ther’s Central Ameriky—what do you
think of that spot?” “Wal,” ses I, “Kernel,
that’s a fine country, materially. The Creaator fixed it up on a grand skale, hut you can’t
make a treaty with it, enny more than you
can count the spots on a little pig, when he
keeps runin about the hull time. The truth
is, you can’t tell who’ll be President of it
from one mornin to the next, and the niggers
you send there might all get their throats cut
jest as soon as they landed.” “Wal,” ses
Linkin, “that’s a slight objectshun. But let’s
turn over to Afriky. There’s Libery, how
would that do Major?” “Wal,” ses I, “Ker
nel, that country is about the biggest humbug
of the bull lot. Fust off, sum raly good pee
pul thought it was gointo amount to sumthin,
but after forty years of spendin money on it,
ther aint enny more chanstof civilizin Afriky
in that way than ther is of making rifled can
non out of a bass wood log. A few dominys,
who can’t get enny boddy willing to hear ’em
preach, hev got hold of it, an are making a
good thing out of it. As for sending our nig
gers ther, why it would take all the shipping
of the world, and more money than Chase
could zirint by steam in a year.” “Wal,” ses
Linkin, “where on arth kin we send ’em?”
“Now, ses I, “Kernel, I’ve got an idee of
my own about that matter. I think they are
best off where they are and just as they are.
but ef you must get rid of ’em, I would send
’em all to Mas-sa-chew-sits! Peepul who are
so anxus to have other folks overrun with free
niggers, ought to be willin’ to share some of
the blessins themselves. So let all that are
here in Washington be sent rite off to Bos
ton.” “Yes, that might do,” says Linkin
“hut then ef they are entitled to their freedom,
they orter be allowed to go where they are a
mind to.” “But,” ses I, “sum States won’t
have’em at all, and they can’t go there. So
what’s tobedone?” “Wal,” ses Linkin, I
tell you what it is Major, this is an almighty
tuff subjeck. I know something about splittin rails, and what hard work is generally, but
this questshin has puzzled me more than en
ny thing I ever got bold of before.” “Wall,”
says I, “Kernel, I can explain the resin why.”
Says he, “Let’s hear you, Major.” “Wall,”
says I, “Kernel, where do you carry your
pocketbook?” Ses I, ‘hold on, you’ll see.”
“Wall ses he, “I always carry it right there,
in my left hand trowsers pocket.” Ses I,
“Didn’t you ever have a hole in that pocket
for a day or two, and have to put your pock
et book in sum other?” Ses he, “Major I
have.” Ses I “what did you do with it then?”
“Wall,” ses he, “I put it in my right hand
pocket, but it kinder chafed my leg, there,
cause it warn’t used to it, and it also felt mity
onhandv. So I put it in my side coat pocket,
but every time I stooped over it would drop
out. Then I put it in my coat tail pocket,
but I was kept all the time on the qui vivers,
afeerd sum pick pocket would steal it. At last,
in order to make it safe, and sure, I put it in
the top of my bat, under sum papers, but the
hat was top heavy, and over it went, spilling
everything. I tell you I was glad when my
pocket was fixed, and I got it hack in the old
spot.”
“Now,” says I, “Kernel, that’s jest the case
with the niggers. The minit you get ’em out
of ther place, you don’t know what on arth
to do with ’em. Now we’ve been here all the
evenin sarchin over the map to see ef we can’t
find sum place to put ’em. But it is all no
manner of use. You’ve got to do with ’em
jest as you did with your pocket-book. Put
’em whar they belong, an then you won’t have
no trubbil.”
Linken didn’t see eggaxly how I was gwin
to apply the story, and wen he did, he looked
kinder struck up. Wen I saw that I had
made a hit on him, I follered it up. Ses I,
“Kernel, this government ain’t out of order,
as Seward and Chase kontend. They are on
ly trying to run it the rong way—that’s what
makes all the trubbil. I once had a thrashin
machine and I sold it to Jim Dambutter, after
be got it, he sed it warn’t good for nothin—
that it wouldn’t run, &c. So I went over to
see it, an I vow ef he didn’t have the machine
all rong eend foremist. I went to work at it,
an after a leetle wile, it went off like grease,
jest as slick as a whistle. You see, old Dumbutter didn’t onderstand the machine, an,
therefore, he couldn’t make it go. Now, ses
I, Kernel, our Constitushin is a Demmycratie
machine, and its got to be run as a Demmvcratic machine, or it won't run at all! Now,
you see, Seward is trying to run it on his
‘higher law’ principle, but it warn’t made for
that, an the consekence is, the tiling is pretty
nigh smashed up.”

On the above text cf scripture I wish to say
a few words. My text says “cry aloud and
spare not.” I believe it to be the duty of ev
ery American citizen to raise his voice in de
fence of our once glorious Union, cemented by
the blood of our Revolutionary fathers. The
Constitution of the United States should be
our guiding star. How has the present par
ty in power administered our government for
the last year ?_One year of Republican Rule—
civil war and bankrupt Treasury—our Union
destroyed. Never since this government has
been formed, have we bad a more corrupt,
theiving set of scoundrels and demagogues
than the present party in power. By thenown investigation, Van Wyck, as chairman,
it is shown that the government has been
swindled to the amount of Fifty Millions of
Dollars, and yet you see this nest of theives
allowed to run at large, and Congress takes
no measures to bring them to justice. I say
Ohio’s Bravery Vindicated.
it boldly, without fear or favor, that Abolition
The Chicago Tribune, having spoken of the
ists, Republicans, Preachers of the Gospel and charges of cowardice which have been made
corrupt politicians, have brought this war up against certain Ohio regiments at the battle
on our country ; and I would hail it as the of Pittsburg Landing, and of the subsequent
dawning of day when every Northern aboli explanation of the circumstances, pays the fol
tionist and every leader of Secesh in the South lowing tribute to Ohio bravery :
were hung as high as Hainan.
So much for the cowardice of Ohio regi
My text says “show the house of Abraham ments at Pittsburg. No troops fought more
their sins.” The Cabinet and every Congress determinedly than they—despite all circum
men took an oath before high heaven, that stances— and the truth of history is their am
ple vindication. They were unfortunate in
they would support the Constitution of the their commanders — unfortunate ( as raw
United States, and yet with this oath warm on troops) in their exposed position ; but the rec
their polluted and perjured lips, they are try ord Ohio has made on every field, and that
ing their best to pervert the Constitution, and which her sons will yet make, will suffer none
by comparison or comment. The Buckeye
take away all the rights of the Southern States, boys are sound to the heart’s core. They are
and throw them back under territorial organi not cowards.
It is understood that Colonel Appier and
zation. But thank God they have been defeat
ed in that darling scheme. The next thing is Colonel Mason will be relieved of their com
mands, as they should be if the above reports Disaffection Among the Federal Forces
to free the negroes in the District of Columbia. are true of them. We expect to bear of some
at Port Royal—Resignation of Offi
Lincoln’s last Message to Congress don’t glorious deeds done by these regiments yet be
cers.
suit the Abolitionists in this region. It don’t fore the war is ended.
[From the N. Y. Express.]
smell strong enough of nigger. He acknowl
The ordinary channels of intelligence being
The
Cameron
Regime
in
the
War
De

edges that the general government don’t claim
closed in deference to the military necessities
partment.
of the times much of the news from the seat
ihc right to interfere with State rights.
I am beginning to have some little hopes of The Philadelphia Inquirer, a Republican pa of war reaching the public ear is necessarily
communicated verbally. Thus, when the last
our Union being saved. Iowa has elected 3 per says:
steamer from Port Royal arrived here, the
“
A
startling
exposition
of
the
mismanage

Senators in the State Legislature, to fill vacan
ment of the War Department under the Ex- talk obout town was, that among the passen
cies ; all conservative Democrats, to take the Secretary Cameron and Ass’t Sec’y. Scott, is gers were some twenty-five or thirty officers
place of Black Republicans. The elections in furthered by Executive Document, 67, printed (the majority of them Massachusetts men) who
bad returned home, owing to a variety of disa
New York look cheering. Iowa will elect a lately by the House of Representatives. It greeable causes, the principal one however,
Democratic Congress next fall. I will stake appears by this, that these two functionaries being the studied endeavors that were making,
were busily engaged'during last summer and
my life on that. Black Republican misrule is fall making contracts for muskets and other by certain “friends of Freedom,” to favor the
negro at the expense of the white man. The
about at an end out here.
small arms, until the aggregate of their ope further talk was that it was not exactly the
I am in favor of this war being speedily rations summed up 1,976,240 muskets, rifles things for contrabands to be lodged in the best
prosecuted, to put down rebellion, and restore and carbines, 72,440 pistols, and 142,500 bouses, and to be fed and clothed and other
swords ; for which they obliged the Treasury
to ali the States their rights under the Consti to pay the trifling amount of $46,154,665.— wise petted at the public expense—while do
but comparatively no out door labor—at
tution, and am opposed to all schemes of The arms were to be delivered, according to ing
the same that Northern white men were la
Emancipation by the General Government.— the convenience of the contractors, at almost boring bard, under a broiling sun, digging en
The moment the North tries to abolish State any time along the next two years, the deliv trenchments and rifle pits, building fortifica
of hundreds of thousands of them, being tions, and enduring all the other hardships of
Rights we become rebels against our Govern ery
accomodatingly disposed over periods extend Military life. The men themselves did not
ment, as well as the South. I believe it to he ing from July, 1862, to December, 1862.
relish the contrast, and not unnaturally, and
“ While the public will be astounded at the it was not long before the officers gave audi
the duty of every lover of constitutional Lib
vast
magnitude
and
wild
improvidence
of
erty to lend their aid to crush out rebellion
ble utterance to the men’s thoughts. This, in
operations, there are other attending the course of time, led to heart-burnings, bick
and treason, both North and South. I honest these
circumstances that will leave them hardly less erings, and trouble all around, so, one thing
ly look upon an avowed Abolitionist as a worse amazed. Whether we consider the exorbitant
leading to another, officer after officer resign
enemy to the Constitution than the rebel who prices agreed upon, or the apparent privity ed, glad to get away from a place where “it
takes up arms to defend what he thinks is his with the bidders, or the censurable favoritism looked as if” (we quote) “ negroes were go
defaulting and bogus contractors, or the mis ing to be everything and white men nothing.”
just rights. I hope by this time the people to
erable inferiority of the arms thus procured,
have got their eyes open, and become satisfied or the character of the contractors (who were
that our government can only be sustained in large part neither manufacturers of any Gov. Clark, of North Carolina, Refuses
and perpetuated on Democratic principles.— kind nor dealers in arms,) or the impolicy of to Furnish any more Troops to Jeff.
New York, May 18.—News from North
Department bringing into the field so many
Every time since I can remember, when the the
bidders to complete with itself in the markets Carolina states Governor Clark has refused to
opposition have come into power, they have of Europe—all show a reckless spstem of ex furnish any more troops to Jeff. Davis, and
either turned Democrats, or have been obliged travagance and jobbing, and a want of fore has recalled all the North Carolina soldiers
to administer the government on Democratic sight and administrative ability, shocking to now in the rebel army.
North Carolina has held a convention of its
instincts of every loyal citizen and ”vell
principles. Such was the case under General |' the
trained business man. Every part of the book citizens, and pronounced against giving further
Harrison and John Tyler’s administration ; is filled with cases illustrating the justness of aid to the rebellion, and thus virtually return
and also Millard Fillmore, who sanctioned these remarks.”
ing to the Union.
In reply to the demand of Jeff. Davis tor
the Compromise measures of 1850. Such 1
troops, and means ot transportation
hope will be the case with Old Abe’s adminis Latest from Our Army before Richmond. additional
for his army to and through the Cotton States,
T
unstall
’
s
S
tation
,
Va.,
May
20.
tration.
*
*
*
*
If the Black
Governor Clarke said that Davis had received
The advance, under Gen. Stoneman, reach all the aid from North Carolina that he could
Abolition theives in Congress do not over
Canal Harbor, on the road running to Rich expect, and that hereafter no more troops
whelm the President and the conservative ed
mond by way ofNew Bridge, yesterday, where
men of the North and South, by the passage of he found the enemy to be in force. He drove would be permitted to leave the State, and lias
ordered all the North Carolina State troops
some of their infernal Emancipation hills, our their pickets in to within two miles of their home. Gov. Clarke also informed the rebels
country may yet be saved, and the glorious main body, and encamped for the night. Ev that they could use the railroads in retreating
indicates that the rebels intend to de homewards, and that they would run their own
Stars and Stripes float over a restored Union. erything
fend Richmond with all the available force risk of being intercepted" by a Union force in
Doc. You must excuse me for so much preach they can bring forward. Congressmen and
ing. I can’t help it, for from the abundance of Representatives from every Southern State are any part of the State.
the heart the mouth speaketli. Give my res there, encouraging their troops, by their pres
The Enemy Driven Across the Chickapects to every good old Democrat in Berlin, ence and counsel, to a determined resistenceto
hominy.
the advance of the Union troops.
who is not tinctured with Abolitionism.
Richmond papers of the 16th have been re
White House, Va., May 18.-—The advance
Yours in Love,
ceived. They contain a correspondence be guard of our forces, on the road to Richmond,
tween the Virginia Legislature and Jeff. Da- via Bottom Bridge, drove the enemy across the
JOS. ANKENY.
V't \n re^at*on to the recent movementsof the Chickahominy river yesterday.
Our troops, on arriving at the bridge, which
How the Government Throws Away rebel army. He stated that he had never enertained
the thought of withdrawing the army is fifteen inilesfrom Richmond, found itonfire,
Money.
from
Virginia
and
abandoning
the
State,
that
It is a source of wonder to some how the if ip the course of events the capitol should and were opened on by a rebel battery. No
one hurt.
expenses of the Government are so enormous fall, the necessity of which he did not see or an
We expect considerable difficulty in cross
ticipate,
that
would
be
noreason
for
withdraw

ly heavy. The following; which we take from
ing here. The country is low and swampy.
the Washington correspondent of the New ing the army from the State. The war could Our advance from this point must be necessa
be successfully carried on and maintained on rily slow, there being no river transportation,
York Express, throws some light upon it:
V lrginia soil for twenty years.
and every available obstruction is placed in
“ The army subsistence stores are now sub
The rebel General, John B. Floyd has been the way by the rebels.
jected to a heavy draft to feed the hordes of fu appointed Major General of the Virginia forces
The Richmond Dispatch of the 12th, in an
gitive slaves from adjacent counties in Maryland with authority to raise a force of 20,000 men’ article on the evacuation of Norfolk and York
and Virginia. They are daily, even almost new conscripts, for the defense of Western Vir town and on the conduct of tne war, says:
hourly arriving here, and if the drain contin ginia.
By abandoning detached points impossible to
The engagement on Thursday at Drury’s defend, we concentrate powerful forces on es
ues in any increased proportion, numerous
Bluff,
seven
miles
below
Richmond,
between
evils will occur. Maryland will be nearly
sential points, and are enabled to baffle the
depopulated of them, and Congress will have our gunboats and the enemy’s batteries on enemy in every attack of vital importance..
to make an increased appropriation of army James River, produced a great panic among
This paper mentions the terrific panic in
subsistence to keep the wretches from actual the people of Richmond. They acknowledge Richmond on Friday on the approach of our
starvation. Petitions are already being cir the lose of six killed and seven wounded.
gunboats.

NUMBER 9.

Letter of Jonathan G. Smith to Joshua and as they were before the first hostile gun exception was a Texan Ranger, who came
R. Giddings.
was fired. A strict adherence to the Constitu near ending his doubtful existence with a sound
Columbus, Ohio, May 14th, 1862.
Mi Deer Old Joshua : I taik mi pen in
hand to rite you a few hasty lines. The Legislater has got dun with its ponderus labers.—
We dun a mity site of good for the time we
was at it. Mi deer old feller, it is asthonishen
what a site of proslavery cusses thare is in the
State. About sixty thousand petitioned us to
pass a law for to keep our deer cullered bruthers and sisters from cumin into to this State,
but our Republican friends, the members of
the legislater, cum up manfully and recorded
thare votes ferninst secli a infamous law.—
The good time for which me and you and oth
er sound Republicans have prayed and labered, and for which our patron saint, John
Brown, poured out his last life’s drop on the
God accussed sile of Virginnv is fast approachin. Hundreds and thousands of our cullered
bruthers and sisters is rushin to the State of
Ohio to enjoy the blessens the Republican par
ty has so long strove to gain for em and so
freely offered em. Thare is a grate mennv
men dien off’and gitten killed in the army and
I am happy to sav that for every one lost in
that way our popelashun will reseave at least
three beluved Africans.
We have districted the State so that the locofocos will cum up short on Congressmen at
the next election. It was very necessary to do
this for if we hadent the locotocos might got
a majority in Congress, and then tha wood
stopped abolishen slavery, and levied no tax
for to buy slaves from masters what was willen to set em free. Besides doin that tha wood
bring the war to a closed (tha are h—1 on fixen up fusses,) and then all our rich armv con
tracts and government speculations would be
gone forever. A locofoco Congress would ru
in the prospects of our beluved cullerd bruth
ers, throw thousands of good Republicons out
of offes, and bring the country to peace by
committen the government to the degraded
nigger driven policy of Washington, Jeffer
son, Madison, Monroe; Jackson, ami them
other fellers. That is what we will never sub
mit to : this country must be all free or burst.
The locofoco members tried to get us on a
hook by passen a law to allow the solgers to
vote in camp the same as tha do in Pensilvany, New Jflrsey, Illinois, &c., but we beat em
on this. In the States I have named, the sol
gers nearly all voted the locofoco ticket, and
from what I can find out the solgers frum this
State wood do the same thing if tha had a
chance to vote. Mr. Smith, Mr. Hills and
several other good Republicans made glorious
speeches allowen the ragged solgers to vote,
and for this tha shood lie sent to Congress.
Congress is doin the thing up brown, and I
heleave that if we ken secure a majority of jist
sich men in the next Congress we ken keep up
the war until every slave in Ameriky is free
and all distinction on account of culler banish
ed from our country. Oh, that the year of
Jubilee ma quickly cum when the whites and
blacks will fondly embrace and kiss each oth
er and lay down "together head to tail and tail
to head like a litter of pigs.
Farmers and other peepel growl about Con
gress assessen taxes to keep them big guvernment officers, buy slaves and sich like. Well
a man what will growl about that liaint got
no sense. Why, if you git all the slaves free
it will make laberers so plenty that you can
hire em for ten cents a da instead of payen em
from seventy-five cents to a dollar as you now
do. But if thare was no gain in it every man
what luvs bis fellers and is sound on the goose
shood be willen to give all lie’s got to bind
the devil and establish a heaven upon earth as
thare will be when humans of various cullers
associate together like the various cullered
sheep, hogs, horses, cows, dogs, &c.
Sum stingy cusses complane about payen
taxes to purchase our African bruthers and
sisters, but enny man what wood complane at
that hasent a proper reverence for his God to
enny alarmin extent. Besides gitten our cul
lerd bruthers and sisters free it will maik the
slaveholders so mad that tha will keep on fiten
and we will have the fun of shooten em. No
Christian will care for the kost if we only git
to kill the seceshers. What if our men duz
git killed, tha wood have to die sum time ennvhow. The taxes aint nuthen for the peepel
kin work a little harder and eat less and maik
up the amount as eaey as ile.
In konklushen, Deer Joshua, I wood advise
you to run for Congress. We must have the
next Congress komposed of a majority of sich
substanshel and liberty-loven men as yourself.
We ma hav to drop the naim of Republican
and call our party the Union party or sum
sich naim, but a African lady smells as sweet
by one naim as she duz by another. You kin
taik a bint from this and guvern yourself ac
cordingly.
Yours Forever,
Jonathan Q. Smith.
—Holmes Co. Farmer.

tion ; the rights and equality of the States,
and discriminations against none ; these form
the cornerstone and keystone of Democracy;
are as applicable in the war, and ufter the war
as before it; and embrace adaptability to ev
ery changing circumstance of the Republic !
A party founded but on specific measures,
could and ought to be advised to disband !—
That is the character of the party in power.
All such must be short-lived, time-serving and
pernicious. But a party founded on principles,
which direct it as the North Star through ev
ery change of circumstances, and are as ap
plicable to measures embracing a century as
those of but temporary use, can never cease
to exist till the rock on which its principles is
founded is swept from the memory of man.—
The rock of the Democracy’is the Constitution,
as long as that is not swept into oblivion, so
long will the Democratic party live! All who
believe with it» are essentially Democrats.—
And while many may only recognize its wis
dom and agree to co-operate with it in refer
ence to immediate measures, its permanent es
tablishment in the government of the country
is synonymous with the institutions on which
it was established.
In the work which is immediately before
us, we are called to a higher work for the
maintenance of a mere party platform, a stern
er and holier duty than a mere partizan suc
cess. We contend for no mere party name.
We seek no party spoil. We ask no tribute
to more party pride. But as combinations of
men are indispensable for the achievement of
the success of principles held in common, what
is commonly called, “ a party organization,”
is a necessity. The Democratic party is al
ready organized in every State of the Union.
Its conservative principles are essentially, vi
tally, perpetually necessary to Union. Itcompacts and expresses the sentiments of peace,
reunion, prosperity, and displays upon its ban
ner its plan and power for their achievement.
It invites to its standard, all people who will
labor with it, in truth and sincerity, to redeem
this sorrow stricken and tax-beridden land
from the curse of sectionalism, and the inglo
rious fate which a faction of madmen would
bring upon us!
From tbe St. Louis Democrat.

A Talk with Beauregard—Interesting
Personal Narrative of the Battle of
Shiloh.

kick, saying, “ let’s kill the d—d Lincoln son
of a b—h.” This is hut one of perhaps hun
dreds of personal incidents which transpired
on that hard fought field of slaughter, which
if collected and published would form many an
interesting chapter of current history. We
learn that Lieu. Simmons will get well. Cer
tainly it is the prayer of every loyal heart ihat
he should; for our country can illy afford to
lose such brave and noble hearted defenders.

Fight On The James River.
Our Gunboats Repulsed from Fort
Darling, and Radiy Damaged!

The Naugatack’s Gun Explodes, Killing
Seventeen Men.
Washington, May 17.—Tbe following was
received at the War Department:
Williamsburg, May 17.— The gunboats
Galena, Monitor, Aroostook, Naugatuck and
Port Royal were repulsed from Fort Darling,
seven miles below Richmond, yesterday. A
portion have returned to Jamestown Island,
near this place, in James River.
Seventeen of those killed in the engagement
have already been buried, and there is a num
ber of wounded on board tbe vessels, includ
ing Lieutenant Morris.
Tbe 100-pound gun on the Naugatuck ex
ploded at the first fire.
(Signed)
DAVID CAMPBELL.
[By authority of Major Gen. McClellan.
Philadelphia, May 19.—The Bulletin con
tains the following additional news from For
tress Monroe :
The repulse of the gunboats is generally re
garded as a very serious affair. On the Nau
gatuck 17 are reported killed by the explosion
of the gun. The boat made a useless fight,
and was withdrawn. The Galena was riddled
with shot, and the loss is supposed to be hea
vy.

The Monitor was struck repeatedly, but is
said to be uninjured.
Affairs are quiet at Norfolk. There have
been several attempts lately to assassinate
Union soldiers. Yesterday an affair occurred
causing some uneasiness: Col. Brown, of tbe
20th Indiana, stationed at Portsmouth, went
out of town in the morning to take a ride ; soon
afterwards his horse came into town wounded,
without his rider. It is feared the Col. is kill
ed or captured.
Washington, May 19.
The gunboat fight with Fort Dorling lasted
four hours. The fort is situated on a bluff at
a sudden turn of the river, so that our boats
came upon it suddenly. The Monitor went
within 400 yards, but could not elevate her
guns sufficiently for effect. The principal fire
was directed at the Galena. The Monitor was
hit three times, but was uninjured. Sharp
shooters commanded the rifle-pits, which, like
the fort, commanded the river. The river at
that point is very narrow. Two barricades
across the river, formed of sunken vessels,
among them the Jamestown and Yorktown,
and piles fastened with chains. The river is
open to within 8 miles of Richmond.
New York, May 20.—The following was
written on board the Galena yesterday morn
ing:
We ran up to watch the Bluff, when we
found the river full of sunken steamers ; the
Jamestown, Yorktown, and a number of oth
ers. The bank was lined with rifle pits, and
on the top of the bluff the rebels had a heavy
battery, mounting 10 guns, some of them 10inch, and three or four very heavy rifles.—
We ran within half a mile of the battery, an
chored and swung broadsides to them. They
opened fire ; the first shot striking our port
how’ and going through the armor. About
five minutes after we got another shot very
near where the first one struck us; it came
through. It killed one man instantly, and
wounded four more.
We fought them four hours until we got out
of ammunition, when we had to retire. We
got 28 shots in our side and 17 on deck. We
had twelve men killed, two dangerously wound
ed, who have since died, and fifteen slightly
wounded. We made a gallant fight; but had
we taken the battery we could not have held
it, and the obstruction in the river prevented
our going up any higher. One thing we have
demonstrated—the Galena cannot stand heavy
shot at a short range. We fired 238 rounds,
all that we had. Ilad we had plenty of shells
we could have silenced the rebel’s in two
hours.

Lieut. T. II. Simmons, of the Illinois Four
teenth Regiment, relates to us the following
interesting incident which occurred on the bat
tle field of Shiloh :—
About 11 o’clock on Sunday, tbe 6th of
April, Lieut. S. was wounded, being shot
through the left lung. He was supposed to be
in a dying condition, and was left on the field
by bis companions. About 3 o’clock in the
afternoon of that ever-memorable day, our for
ces having been driven back from their posi
tion, a Confederate officer of high rank, and
his staff, came upon the ground where Lieut.
Simmons lay. The rebel officer observing
him lying there, not yet dead, and from his
uniform taking him to be a federal officer, ap
proached him, when the following conversa
tion ensued : The rebel officer asked Lieut. S.
how far it was to the Tennessee river. Lieu
tenant S. being too weak from the loss of blood
to speak loud, beckoned him to come closer,
and in a low tone replied, “ Two miles and a
half.” The Confederate officer shook his head
doubtingly. Lieut. S. observed it, and said to
him: “You seem to doubt my word. But
you see,” he added, pointing to his wound,
“ that I am dying; and upon tbe word of a dy
ing man, to the best ofmy judgment, it is two mites
and a half to the river.” Tbe rebel officer turn
ed to converse with his staff, and ordered his
surgeon to give the Lieutenant some stimu
lants. The surgeon gave him some brandy
and morphine, which revived him considera
bly. The conversation with his staff, which
the Lieutenant overheard, was about as fol
lows ;—
Officer—“It is now after 3 o’clock. It is
two miles and a ball to the river. The dis
tance is greater than I expected, but we can
drive Grant to so close quarters yet to-night,
that his capture or capitulation will be an
easy filing in the morning.” The officer turn
ed again to the Lieutenant, and asked him
about Buell’s forces—their number and posi
tion. Upon tins subject, Lieut. S. was entire
ly ignorant, of course. The officer then re
marked to him, “It’s no matter bow far it is
to the river, we shall whip you anyhow, and
force Gen. Grant to surrender to-night, or ear
ly to-morrow morning, and then capture Bu
ell, if be makes bis appearance on the field.”
Lieut. S. replied, “ You are not so certain of
that. You have got hard fighting to do be
FROM GEN. CURTIS’ ARMY.
fore you capture our forces yet, and North
western freemen are not the craven dogs to
From the St. Paul (Minn.) Journal.
lie down after the first brush, and allow them
He is Advancing on Little Rock.
Through what Political Organization selves to he taken.” “ No matter,” 6aid the
Beforl Corinth, May 17.—The latest ad“ we shall whip you ! “ Your men
Shall the Reconstruction of the Gov officer,
won't fight.” “Upon that subject, said the ces from General Curtis are that his forces be
ernment he Attempted.
Lieutenant, ‘you will probably be better in tween Learcy and Little Rock, Arkansas, are
At this time, when a healthy and solid pro formed before you get through with to-mor rapidly marching on tbe Capital. Gov. Rec
gress has stamped itself upon the Democracy, row’s fight. You surprised our men this tor called on the militia, and the people gen
it is little less than amusing to read arguments morning, and they were thrown into some erally, to come out. Large numbers applied
against its “reorganization.” The Louisville confusion ; but even this day’s work will show to General Curtis for protection. They desire
Journal—that traditional enemy of the Dem that “ our men will fight” “ Well,” said the to come under the old flag. There was a gen
ocracy—catches an utterance of the Leader, officer, “ I admire vour courage, and wish eral advance along our line, toward Corinth,
& New York journal, claiming to be Demo i such men as you were not fighting against and much skirmishing and several severe en
cratic, upon the •'absurdity” of the movement ; the South. You cannot conquer the South : gagements. General Sherman’s Division lost
quotes approvingly a paragraph from the Buf and ain’t von sorry you engaged in the war?” roilv-four men killed, and a considerable num
falo Courier, which says that it holds “it is “ No, sir,” said Lieutenant S., and I would ber wounded, in attacking Russell’s house,
the duty of Northern men to put down at the do it again.” “Do your people all feel that which the Rebels occupied for some time past.
ballot box the revolutionary disunionists at way?” asked the officer, “ I'rs sir,” replied We have succeeded in driving d,,. enemy linn
Lome,” an<l although seeing “ no good reason the Lieutenant.
their position, and expect an attack 8undav
for abandoning the Democratic organization,”
The officer said no more, hut with a sad morning.
is ready to adopt any other which may offer look mounted his horse and rode off. One ot
Among the rebels left on the ground was one
to accomplish the same purposes. The Jour the rebel officer's aids had dismounted to wa with a sword, supposed to he an officer.
nal says “this is the right spirit which per ter his horse in a creek close by, and before
Gur forces under Major General Sherman
vades the Democratic ranks. Northern radi remounting came near where the Lieutenant still occupy the Russell House.
A Soldier Repudiates Republicanism! calism must be put down. The task is com lay, who beckoned him to come to him, and
The 8th Missouri has been skirmishing only
The Holmes County Farmer, states, that bined inseparably with the great work of re asked him “who that officer was?” The about 300 yards from the enemy’s breastworks.
Major Olds, of Marrow County, of the 65th establishing the government.”
aid said “ that is General Beauregard. The Several rifles were captured in the skirmish
While the Democracy accepts this tribute Lieutenant, however, had recognized him from on the right, ami are perfectly new, marked
Regiment has always heretofore been a prom
from its antiquated enemy, it protests its per his striking resemblance to photographs ofthe Breeze & Fryman, Bremen, which are much
inent Republican, but now he repudiates the fect agreement with the Louisville Journal rebel
General. This interesting incident, the superior to the rifles used by our sharpshoot
party and acts with the Democracy. lie is a and Buffalo Courier to unite with any element personal experience at the battle of Shiloh, ot ers, having a range of from 1200 to 1500
man of character, ability and influence. He with the same objects. But. it protests that one of our intelligent and patriotic neighbors yards, while ours are only effective at about
is only one among thousands of the gallant there is no occasion for seeking new names, of Illinois, and who is now in one of the hos 1000. In all cases, the rebels left on the field
men in the army who have repudiated the ab or a new organization. The Democracy is pitals, in a fair way, we hope, of recovery, were shot in the head, and the wounded shot
olition party.
always organized! It is organized in and" by shows how anxious the rebel General was on in the neck and breast. The number left on
The Sham Union Legislature bad an ink the distinct principles which have always dis the evening of that ever memorable Sunday, the field were about 40 killed, and 100 wound
ling of the change going on in the opinion of tinguished it. It can never be disbanded— notwithstanding bis success, to know how ed.
Deserters from Corinth all report the entire
the voters in the Army, hence they refused to even should a despot temporarily place bis much more he would have to do that night.
allow them to exercise the right of suffrage.— foot upon the neck of the nation. It has a And hence his eager inquiries, “ How far is it absence of Chloroform in the medical stores.
We are acquainted with Major Olds and re power in its name, which came not from the to tbe river?” “ Where are Buell’s forces?” There is probably none in the Confederacy.
The weather is very warm and the roads
gard him as a very talented and able man.
appeal to popular radicalism imputed to it by ” How many men has Buell?” &c., Ac. Not
its ancient enemies; but from its identification withstanding the exhibition of the braggart
The Power of Congress.
with truth, justice and the Constitution, which as betrayed in the boast, “ We shall whip
‘‘Man wants but Little.”
Joshua R. Giddings has recently written a it has represented in all its stages of existence, yon,” “ Your men won’t fight,” &c., any one
letter in which he declares Congress has the and in war, no less than in peace! It is a de can see that the rebel General was exceeding
The room in which we lived was six feet bv
right to “ alter or abolish the government of vice of the ancient grudge against the Demo ly solicitous in regard to the probable out twelve; our furniture was a bed and bedstead,
South Carolina,” and other States. Joshua cracy, which urges that it is impossible to re come of that desperately contested fight.
one pine table, three Windsor chairs, a soup
insists that the philanthropists in South Caro organize the old party as it was before the civ
Lieut. Simmons states that he lav upon the pot, tea kettle, six cups and saucers, a griddle,
lina should rally the “emancipated people” il war commenced, on the ground that the field forty-eight hours, and from 11 o’clock on trying pan, and brander. It was enough—it.
(the African gents) to the formation of a Gov war has created new issues, and that men must Sunday, the time he was wounded, until 4 was all we wanted; we were all the world to
ernment, and “ these people must remain just range themselves together who were never to o’clock on Monday afternoon, the ground each other. Now we have carpets to shake,
where they are to supply us with cotton.” Thus gether before. Mr. Lincoln never made so whereon he lav was fought over twelve times. brass to scour, stairs to scrub, mahogany to
Joshua enunciates the power of Congress to sensible a remark as that in his Inaugural, and that he was not trampled to death seems polish, china to break, servants to scold,—and
interfere with and abolish States, and take that fight as long as we pleased, at the end the almost a miracle. He also states that the what does it all amount to? For vour own
another step: the organization of a State Gov- same issues would remain for settlement!_ rebels, officers and men, stopped and talked necessity, one bed, one cur,, one xw- ;.,.i
ernmentby black men! What will Abolition The issues for the guidance of the Republic with him several times, gave him water, and fork, table and chair, ai-e enough- ism advocate next ?
, will be the same forever that they are to day, with one exception treated him kindly. That 1 Thornhurn.

ffhc ^rworratif gannet

THE CHICAGO PLATFORM AND ITS
EXEMPLIFICATION.

A Certain Politician in our Town.
An obscure ex-office-holder, who, after be
ing repudiated in 1860 by his own party, in
County Convention assembled, endeavored to
ingratiate himself with their political oppo
nents, the Democracy, by making professions
of “conservatism" in opposition to “ radical
ism," for the purpose, if possible, of procur
ing their entire party vote for himself as an
“independent" candidate for re-election, which,
together with the individual votes of his “con
servative" persona] friends in the faction that
had dropped him, he felt confideiit could se
cure his continuance in the' enjoyment of his
comfortable office ; and who, when these polit
ic overtures were rejected, became mightily
disgusted with Democratic corruption and
want of principle.
A brieflessTawyer, not even a respectable
pettifogger, though a titular “judge,” who,
finding his “occupation gone" iil the manner
just related, came to the conclusion that at least
he had enough brains to make a Black Re
publican editor—viz : a large development of
the animal propensities, a copious supply of
Billingsgate, and an unconscientious talent for
libelling those who differ from him in political
opinions.
A would-be editor, without one single requis
ite for a reputable position as such. Desti
tute of intelligence sufficient to distinguish
common truth from common falsehood; of
moral honesty to do so if lie could; of reas
oning powers capable of composing anything
entitled to the name of argument on any ques
tion whatever; of any other intellectual fac
ulty the exercise of which might contribute to
entertain or instruct ; of courtesy and breed
ing to keep within the rules of common decen
cy and civility; and being wholly ignorant
and inexperienced in an honorable profession,
his sheet is, without exception, the most con
temptible thing pretending to be an edited
newspaper that is now issued.
Having plenty of spite, malevolence, spleen
and gall, (the only positive qualities he proves
himself to possess) he has for months been
venting his filth at the Banner and its editor,
in the hope that he would at length, by his
abuse, compel us to notice him and his vile
paper. No cotemporary of his own politics
deigns to give him one sign of recognition ;
so he resorts to the expedient of begging it
from his political opponents. But our friends
will perceive that he and his forcibly-feehle
concern are too insignificant, low and worth
less for us to occupy our space in refuting his
libels on answering his abuse. So let him
continue to fill his columns with the vilest
libels on the Banner and its editor. His few
patrons and subscribers must have a large ap
petite for such black stuff, which decent peo
ple would turn from with disgust.
The namesake of the Rebel President shall
receive no further mention from us.

WAR NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Pensacola has been evacuated by the rebels
and is now occupied by the Utiion troops.
At our latest dates Gen. Butler’s flotilla o^
gunboats had passed Vicksburg, on its way up
the Mississippi.
Generals Fremont, Schenck and Milroy,
have united their forces, and have driven the
rebels, 14,000 strong, in the direction of Mc
Dowell. There was pretty sharp fighting.
Our latest advices from Gen. McClellan
state that his army has crossed the Chickahominy, and that his headquarters are now
at Newbridge. Noengagement has yet taken
place.
Fort Wright opened a fire on a tug sent
down from the fleet the other day to reconuoiter, which proves that it has not been evacu
ated.
Our army under Halleck is now within four
miles of Corinth, and daily skirmishes take
place. The enemy does not seem inclined to
make an attack.

EDITORIAL BREVITIES.

THE FALL OF RICHMOND CLOSE Rebel Lamentations over the Surrender
of New Orleans—How they Take It.
AT HAND.
THE SURRENDER.

£§sp We are indebted to Senator Sherman,
Frets the New Orleans Bulletin;
Hon.
S. S. Cox and lion. W. S. Ilolman of Our Advance Within Eight Miles of the
The following is the 6th of the series of
There is something so revolting to us in
Rebel
City.
Indiana, for Congressional favors.
these words that we shrink from their utter
,’ni! IS A FRKBMAW WHOM THE TRUTH MAKES FREE.
resolutions composing the pint form of the Re
Rev. Geo. W. Bethume, one of the most
ance. Humiliation—the lowest, most terri
publican party, an adopted at the Chicago Con
Tunstai.l's Station, Va., May 21.—The
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:
eminent divines of New York, died recently enemy’s pickets were driven in from Bottom's ble depths of humiliation are involved in this
vention in I860:
hitter confession—more galling to the spirit
in
Europe.
Bridge yesterday by the troops advancing in than the heaviest chains to the body: it cuts
"Resolved. THAT THE PEOPLE JUSTLY
TUESDAY MORNING. - - - MAY -?• 18C2
VIEW WITH ALARM THE RECKLESS EX
fo-fo* Hon. Edward Stanly has been appoint that direction. The rebels attempted to° re us to the very soul. But it is virtually con
TRAVAGANCE WHICH PERVADES EVERY
ed Military Governor of North Carolina. lie gain the post, by the use of their artillery, hut summated ! The Federal flag trill again wave
8. M. Pettexgill & Co., No. 37 Park Row. DEPARTMENT OE THE FEDERAL GOVERN
failed. Our batteries opened, shelling the over our city, not as formerly as the symbol
was formerly a member of Congress from that woods each side of the bridge.
Now York, and C State St. Boston, are our agents MENT: THAT A RETURN TO RIGID ECONO
States’rights and civil liberty, hut as the
for the Democratic Banner in those cities, and are MY AND ACCOUNTABILITY IS INDISPENSA
State.
The advance under General Stoneman reach of
BLE TO ARREST THE SYSTEMATIC PLUNDER
signal .of onr subjection—the crushing lathe
mthorizcd to take Advertisements and Subscriptions OF THE PUBLIC TREASURY BY FAVORED
J&gF1 An army officer who just arrived from ed New Bridge yesterday within eight miles of earth of the one and the utter destruction of
for ns at our Lowest Rates.
PARTIZANS, WHILE THE RECENT START
Port Royal, denies the published statement Richmond, but found no enemy in force this the other.
LING DEVELOPMENTS OP FRAUDS AND CORsidcot the Chicknbominy, which at that point
It makes us sick at heart to comment on
that at the last accounts our pickets were with dwindles down to a small creek. The country
CUPTIONS AT THE FEDERAL METROPOLIS
OUR MOTTO:
this event. The more we reflect upon it;—the
SHOW THAT AN ENTIRE CHANGE OF AD
in
four
miles
of
Savannah.
in
that
locality
is
in
a
good
state
of
cultiva

the union vs it was,
more we scrutinize it from every point of view
MINISTRATION IS IMPERATIVELY DEMAN
J&aF’ Marylanders say a few days ago 1,000 tion, with less swamps than are to be found in -—the darker, the more revolting, the more
ANU
DED.”
ordinary
cotton
lands.
Six
pieces
of
artillery
slaves, as if by a preconcerted movement, sim
hideous it appears. It is relieved by only one
THE CONSTITUTION AS IT IS!
The above text is very pointed and specific,
were found posted on the opposite bank, but
ultaneously left kind masters and happy homes his purpose not being to bring ou an engage ray of sunshine: Fhe brightness of the gal
but probably the best commentary we can oflant defense of Fort Jackson and Fort. St.
‘The Union, the Uonstitntion and fer.upon it, is the following taken from a re
in Prince George county, Md.. and came to ment, he returned one mile from the bridge, Phillip
glows through the rack of the battlethe Enforcement of the
and
encamped.
During
the
time
we
were
driv

the District of Columbia, where they still
cent speech of Mr. Dawes, a Republican mem
storm with a lurid glory—a sunburst that van
ing
the
enemy
out,
one
man
was
killed
and
ishes in the gloom when we think of the lost
are.
ber of Congress from Massachusetts :
three wounded.
friends and fellow-citizens who may have fallen
The expeditinn ordered to New Mexico
“ The gentleman must remember that in (he
The whole army moved this morning early,
that terrible conflict.
first year of Republican administration, which
from Kansas, is under the command of Col. with a view of making a lengthy march towards in But
we have duties in defeat, as we would
The Democracy of Knox County are reques came into power upon professions of reform,
Robert B. Mitchell, formerly of Mt. Vernon Richmond. What road they took it is not nec have had duties in triinph. The brave man
What Mr. Wickliffe Says.
ted to assemble at the usual places of holding and retrenchment, there is indubitable evidence
essary to mention, but Gen. McClellan''s Head
Mr. Wick lifpe, the venerable Union Rep and Mt. Gilead. Three Kansas and two quarters to-night will be within a short distance of struggling with adversity presents one of the
meetings on Wednesday, June 25th, 1862, be abroad in the land that that somebody has plun
Wisconsin regiments compose the command. Richmond, in front of which it is supposed to noblest of moral spectacles. Why ? Because'
dered the Public Treasury well nigh in that single
resentative
in
Congress
from
Kentucky,
stated
tween the hours of 2 and 7 o’clock, P. M., and year as much as the entire current yearly expenses
his courage glows as brightly in misfortune
BO® The Nashville Union, of Monday, says he encamped the main body of the rebel army. as
in the House, on the 14th inst., that he had
his intrepidity on the battle-field. It is
then and there select six delegates to represent of the Government during the Administration which
information that the slaves at Port Royal near that the streets of that city were alive with If they intend to give the Union forces battle, this courage which should .now distinguish
said townships in ft Democratic County Con the people hurled from power, because of its corrup
which is almost universally acknowledged,
ly all desire to return to their former masters, drays and wagons, hauling cotton from the de the hour is drawing near when they will have ns—which should relieve surrender from
vention, to assemble at the Court House, in tion."
dishonor, and involuntary submission from
pot to the river. It was a highly gratify the opportunity.
but
are
prohibited
from
doing
so
by
the
mili

Mt. Vernon, on Saturday, June 28th, at 1
shame.
tary authorities. He said further, that some ing sight, and was auspicious of happier
“THE DEFUNCT DEMOCRATIC
We trust that our fellow-citizens, at least
o’clock, P. M., for the purpose of appointing
PARTY."
days.
of the negroes, who had left the eamp for the
The French Minister’s Visit to Rich those who have been unable to fly to the side
Delegates to the Democratic State Convention,
fi&P Speaking of the disturbances caused by
of Beauregard—we trust that all who are com
purpose of getting back to their masters, were
mond.
at Columbus, on the 4th of July next.
Our neighbor of the Republican, in the course
the conservative movement of members of
W
ashington, May 21.— Permission lias pelled by physical debility, age or other causes
fired
upon
by
the
sentinels,
in
obedience
to
or

By order of the Democratic Central Com of a silly article in regard to the rcccut Ad
to remain in the city—will meet the painful
ders, and eight of them killed. A cotempora Congress, the Boston Post says, the radicals been given to state the facts in regard to the responsibilities imposed upon them with the
mittee.
L. IIAPPER, Chairman. dress of the Democratic members of Congress,
French
Minister
’
s
visit
to
Richmond,
which
“
appear
as
uneasy
as
a
criminal
at
the
rattle
ry says :
has excited so much attention in this country coolness, determination and self-sacrifice that
TEE PRESIDENT'S^ PROCLAMATION. sneeringlv speaks of “the defunct Democratic
circumstances may require. Whatever be the
This is a beautiful commentary on Hunter’s of a jailer’s keys."
and in Europe.
party !’’ Our neighbor with equal propriety
proclamation, yet it is a natural one. The
g-SU Some of the abolition manufacturers
Mr. Mercier had no instructions from his conduct of the victors, let magnanimity mark
idea of freedom possessed by the slaves who in Cincinnati have discharged all oftheir white government, nor had it the least knowledge of the conduct of the vanquished. Whoever
We last week published the “order" of Gen. might speak of “defunct sunlight," “ defunct
may have erred or have been unfaithful, let
escape to the Federal lines is freedom from workmen and employed negroes in their stead. his intention to go to Richmond.
Hunter, who undertook, by a single scratch truth," or “defunct Christianity”—things that
us, at least, be true to our country and our
work ; but, when they find that they merely
Mr.
Mercier,
conversing
with
Mr.
Seward,
never
die
;
for
they
are
eternal.
Wc
have
no
of the pen, to “free forever’’ one million of
selves. We shall then, though subjugated,
exchange a southern for a northern task mas That is only the beginning.
expressed
his
regret
that
he
could
not
see
slaves in the States of South Carolina, Geor doubt but that the Abolitionists, who arc now
ter, it is not at ail strange that they should
A dispatch from Com. Goldsborougli Richmond and judge for himself about the preserve our honor, and when the day of re
seek to retxrn to their old homes and lighter states the James River is now open from its views and expectations of the insurgents. Mr. demption arrives, be prepared to redeem the
gia, and Florida. The thing looked so per attempting to rule this country with despotic
past.
tasks.
fectly absurd that we could not believe that it sway, and who claim that the “Union is des
mouth up to Ward’s or Drury’s Bluff, or in Seward said he could go without any objection
from
this
Government,
that
he
wished
every
was a genuine document; but when we recol troyed and the Constitution suspended,” would
“ Sword in Hand, if Need Be.”
other words, up to within eight miles of Rich Foreign Minister would go and see for himself
Failure in Enlisting Negroes.
lected the fact that every line that is telegraph like to see the “Democratic party defunct," so
The
Chicago Times thus pointedly and ef
mond,
where
it
is
seriously
obstructed.
how
hopeless
the
insurrection
was.
The enlisting of negroes as soldiers, with
ed to the papers, passes under the supervision that there would be no Argus-eyes to watch
Mr. Mercier went unofficially; he heard fectively carries off that braggart and Aboli
The Postmaster General has accepted and
the
pay
and
rations
of
volunteers,
writes
a
saw for himself, of course in no way act
of a Government Censor, we concluded that their stealings and plunderings ; but we beg
Hilton Head correspondent, is going on in the tender of Spofford, Tileston & Co., New ing or speaking for his Government, or com tionist, Ben. Wade:
the “order" was a genuine effusion and not a leave to say to our neighbor and all others in
In 1856, Ben. Wade, of Ohio, in a speech
this district with no great success. A compa York, to carry the mails to New Orleans and promising his relations towards the United delivered
on the Western Reserve, justified
“goak," and hence we demanded, in justice to terested, that instead of the Democracy being
States.
ny of contrabands was formed here three or Key West. The mails will also go by Gov
The President was previously consulted and the rescue of certain fugitive slaves from offi
the four hundred thousand Democrats in the “defunct," our good old National, Constitu
ernment
transports
sailing
from
New
T
ork.
four weeks ago, and numbered at one time,
approved of his going, When he returned, cers of the United States who had apprehend
army that the President should either avow or tional party is stronger this day than it ever
when the intensity and zeal of the “innocents"
JBgy* The rebels, in various parts of Virgin he called immediately on the Secretary, and ed them, declaring that the rescuers had acted
disavow the insane act of the military hum was, and if any person has any doubts on the
as he would have acted, and as he would
culminated, nearly one hundred and fifty men. ia, have formed themselves into guerilla bands afterwards upon the President, and communi just
whenever oecosion should present itself.—
bug Hunter. The President, we are now grat subject we hope he will wait until the thunders
cated to them frankly the impressions that he act
Since
then
the
contrabands
’
courage,
like
that
are
occupying
caves
and
other
secret
pla

and
And more,” said he, “ I will seek opportuni
ified to state, has very promptly issued his of next October will impress the fact upon his
had received. He allowed no one to say any “ties
violate the fugitive slave law.” In the
of Bob Acres’, has oozed out of their fingers’ ces in the mountains, from which they watch thing
to him, that he should not be at liberty sameto speech,
Proclamation declaring that the “order" of senses.
speaking with reference to a
ends, and the company could scarcely turn out every opportunity to capture and shoot our to communicate to the Secretary of State ; and
“The defunct Democratic party!” Why,
Gen. Hunter so far as it undertook to set the
application for a writ of habeas corpus
be neither communicated to the rebel leaders pending
a corporal’s guard. The contrabands have no pickets and foraging parties.
sir,
the
Democratic
party
cannot
die
;
such
a
in
the
case
of'the
he said : “If the
nlaves of any State freo.^'is altogether void."
from this government, nor anything Supreme Court of rescuers,
heart for the business, when they reflect upon
Hay is brought to our army in A ir- anything
Ohio
does
not grant the ha
thing
is
simply
impossible.
Corrupt
men
may
from
them
to
the
government.
If, in addition to this, the President had dis
the possibility of being punctured by cold ginia from Maine, and corn from Illinois.—
He held no official communication with any beas corpus, the people of the Western Re
missed the crazy Abolitionist from the army, leave the party, or betray it; or bad men, for
steel, or perforated by bullets, with the addi Although all these articles are to be had for
one, nor did he permit himself to receive offi serve must grant it—sword in hand, if need
tional risk of shuffling off this mortal coil
his act would have won the applause of all merccnery purposes, may swarm into its ranks;
cial attentions. Mr. Mercier’s whole conduct be."
the
taking
from
premises
abandoned
by
the
through
the
simple
and
expeditious
aid
of
a
but the principles of the Democratic party,
A few days ago, Wade said : “ That man
conservative men.
in the transaction was discreet, loyal and
rebels.
hangman
’
s
noose
;
and
their
fears,
which
in

Their
armies
do
not
scruple
to
strip
who talks of the guarantees of the Constitution, who
friendly.
There are some things in the President’s which are the principles of free Government
crease in the same ratio that they reflect and loyal men of all that can be removed.
stands by the habeas corpus, who maintans that no
inwardly digest, are rapidly changing their
Proclamation which we do not approve of, es and the spirit of the Constitution, can never
man ought to be deprived of life or liberty, without
Memphis papers of the 17th announce A Faithful Dog on the Battle Field.
DIE.
anxiety
to
take
up
arms
to
a
deep-seated
dis

process of law, is a traitor."
pecially that portion wherein he reiterates his
JgSU A Black Republican paper published
the arrival of the Federal fleet at Vicksburg.
inclination
to
place
themselves
in
positions
of
Verily he is a “ beautiful patriot."
Lieutenant Pfieff, killed at the battle of Shi
old emancipation policy—advising the South
The restoration of the Democratic party is in this place, that we consider too contempti danger. They are fond of the “pomp and cir- It had met no successful resistance. Fort Ad
this “ beautiful patriot" is sustained by
ern States to initiate abolition measures, and the restoration of the rebels to power, for eve ble for notice, has several times asserted, and stanee of war," but prefer to enjoy it under ams is a hundred miles below Vicksburg, loh, was buried at Chicago a few days ago..— theAnd
Republican-Abolition party of Ohio— a
ry
rebel
leader
was
a
leader
in
the
Democratic
In
speaking
of
the
funeral,
the
Times,
of
that
more
favorable
auspices
than
those
likely
to
repeats the assertion in its last issue, that we
promising them the aid of the Government of
party loud in its professions of loyalty.
and the presumption is a fight had taken
party.—Cincinnati Gazette.
city, remarks :
"wished our volunteers might receive free homes be afforded them in this department. So the
the United States in the purchase of their
place.
The" above is a very plain lie. It is true
is not likely to prove a brilliant
The James River Expedition.
A beautiful and touching incident is connec
for free men, six feet by two, in Potter’s field." experiment
slaves. We have heretofore expressed our
success. There are enough arms here now to
We have every other day reports that
that none of the iSiwlAcrn rebels are Republi
Washimgton, May 19.
This is a vile falsehood, and the creature who arm all the contrabands in the department : Fort Wright, above'Memphis, has been evacu ted with the manner in which Mrs. Pfieff was
opinion of that proposition, and shall not dis
enabled to discover the place where her hus
cans, and it is quite as true that none of them
No official dispatch has been received from
cuss it now, any further than to enter our pro
uttered it is a sneaking liar. We never enter but it is exceedingly questionable whether they ated, and that the rebel garrison has fallen band had been buried upon the battle field.—
are Hottentots, for the reason that there are
Com. Goldsboro about the expedition up the
tained or expressed such a wish, and certainly will ever be placed in their hands.
test against all schemes of negro emancipation,
back to Fort Randolph, 12 miles farther down She visited the field, armed with a pass from James river. It comprised the steam frigate
neither Republicans nor Hottentots in the
General
Halleck,
but
no
one
could
possibly
never shall. Every line that we have written,
at the present time, whether they emanate
Susquehanna, three gunboats, and the tug
South. The people down there ‘never got
Instruction to his the river.
inform her of the place where lie had been Zouave, the latter mounting one gun.
and every thought that we have expressed, has A Union Father's
from the President, Congress or army officers.
Drafted
Son.
J.
T.
Headley,
the
well
known
author,
buried, as Such a large number, of both friend
that low? But the ‘rebel leaders’ are made
They found the rebel battery at Day’s Point
been that our brave and patriotic volunteers
They are all alike unconstitutional and mis
The Norfolk correspondent of the Boston is now engaged in writing a history of the pres and foe, had been interred upon the same deserted. The Rebel flag was flying over the
up of the leaders of all parties and fragments
might
meet
with
^success.
The
Democrats
chievous, tending to prolong and embitter this
ent rebellion for the publishing house ofHurl- ground. She remained about a half a day, battery at Hardy’s Point, fifteen above New
of parties existing in the South—Democratic, have always proven themselves to be the Traveller writes on the. 13th :
and was about giving up in despair, when she
most lamentable civil war.
Yesterday I was talking with an elderly but, Williams & Co., Hartford, Conn., which espied, at the distance of nearly half a mile, a port News, but on binding was found deserted.
Whig and American.
Also all the Rebel batteries between there and
friends of the volunteers and the friends of the gentleman in regard to this war. I asked will be illustrated with the best steel engra
But so far as the President has annulled Gen.
large dog, coming rapidly towards her, which Jamestown with the gnu mostly dismounted.
But suppose they were all Democrats, what government, in every controversy with its en him to tell me candidly what he thought of
Hunter's Proclamation, he shall have our
would it prove ? Suppose all were Metho emies whether at home or abroad. Some of the Yankees. “Sir," said he, “I hail them as vings, and sold by subscription at an early she immediately recognized as the same which
Near Jamestown they met the squadron un
hearty support. The act is worthy of all
had accompanied her husband to the war.— der Commander Rogers, which had previously
dists ?—and it is certain that multitudes of the opposition leaders prayed that our army our deliverers from one of the most damnedly day.
lie approached he with the most intense man gone up the river, and learned from them the
praise. It has extracted a considerable por southern rebels are members of that church.
despotic Government that ever disgraced the
S&D' The U. S. Military Telegraph has an
of joy, ami immediately indicated particulars of the fight'at Fort Darling and the
tion of the brimstone and poison from the dev Would you cite the fact in derogation of the in Mexico might be “ welcomed with bloody page of history. For twelve long weary office open and working in a saw mill at the ifestations
to her, as well as he was able, his desire that
and some of the months we have been forced to do just as our 14th mile post, from Richmond. The lines to she should follow him. She did so, and he disaster to the Naugatuck.
il’s own agents here on earth, the Abolition Methodist church North, and argue therefrom hands to hospitable graves
Goldsboio’s expedition was last heard from
ists. Now. if the President would go a little a want of patriotism in that denomination ? Abolition politicians in their hearts this day rulers pleased, and woe be to him who demur the various eamps and stations between head led the way to a distant part of the field, and on Friday, and was still going up the river, se
You might do so with exactly the same pro pray that McClellan’s whole army may be red at anything he was forced to do. Any
stopped
before
a
single
grave.
She
caused
it
farther, and dismiss every Abolitionist from priety.
even death itself, is far preferable to quarters and Fortress Monroe are in good con to be opened, and there found the body of her curing most of the ordnance left by the reb
cut to pieces because he wishes to conduct this change,
els.
the army and the Cabinet, and from all offices
the way and manner in which 1 and my fel dition and working admirably.
The fallacy of this cry : ‘All the South war
solely for the purpose of putting down the low-townsmen
dead husband. It appears from the statement
The general evacuation below Fort Darling
have passed the last year": and
in the Government, every true triend of the ern rebels are Democrats,’ is easily shown by rebellion and restoring the Union as it was,
of
some
of
the
soldiers
that
at
the
time
Lieu

g-jyIt
is
reported
that
the
military,
guard

has doubtless given Goldsboro a chance to
number of illustrations. For example : and .not for the purpose of freeing andjarming when I saw the old flag, last Sunday, again
Union and the Constitution, would rally to any
tenant
Pfieff
fell
this
dog
was
by
his
side
and
f
•
themortar boatf/ &c., t0 act exclufloating over the home of mv boyhood, my ing the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, say if the
The rebels arc all American citizens. So, like
(hc fort Qn Jamep Rivcr.
his support, and our beloved country would be wise, the people of the loyal States are all the slaves, conquering the States and holding heart swelled, and I could only exclaim, thank guards were withdrawn, it would be destroyed there retnaine d, licking his wounds, until he 8iveJfev
them as territories, and confiscating property God that I have lived to sec this day
was taken from the field and buried. He then
The
Monitor
and Galena were the only ves
saved from destruction.
American citizens. Does it follow that the
in 24 hours. The hostility of the residents of took his station by the grave, and nothing
This is what the old gentlemen said, word
sels able to run by Day’s Point and bluff bat
people of the loyal States are rebels, because without trial.
could
induce
him
to
abandon
it,
but
for
a
suf

the
Valley
of
Virginia
to
the
Government
is
ABOLITION~GENERALS.
The remainder of the fleet stopped be
they, like the Southern rebels, are alj Ameri- Disaffection of the Soldiers in the De for word, as near as I could recollect, and
ficient length of time each day to satisfy his teries.
low.
while he finished, the tears rolled down his implacable.
American citizens ? This is the argument,
hunger,
until,
by
some
means,
he
was
made
partment of the South.
aged cheeks. After he had got a little com
The negro emancipation “orders" of Gene in all its absurdity, and yet with literal correct
jgigy James River is navigable for a forty aware of the presence of his mistress. Thus
A Washington correspondence says that in posed, I asked if any of his relatives were in gun ship up to Jamestown, thirty-two miles had he watched for twelve days by the grave
An Interesting Boy.
rals Fremont, Phelps, Hunter, &c., have done ness.
It would not be necessary to discuss the sub telligence received from the Department of the the Confederate army. Mark what he said.— above the mouth. Vessels drawing ten feet of of his slain master. This is certainly one of
The warm days in the spring bring out the
more to crush out the Union sentiment of the
ject at this length if the fools were all dead; South states that our army there is impatient “I had two noble, manly boys as ever gladden
most wonderful instances of canine sagaci snakes, and with them are revived old snake
people of the South, than the bayonets of the hut as there is an occasional one living, and
ed a father’s eyes. Two months ago, when water go up to Rockets, about a mile below the
ty on record. When the body was being con stories and new ones told. The Wheeling Jnwhole rebel army. A friend of ours, who was permitted to vote, it is well to see that he is at the kind of duty assigned to them. They the conscription bill was put in force here, the centre of the city of Richmond, and those j veyed to this city this wonderful animal took teUigencer has a good one. It relates that a
object seriously to being maintained as a sort they were actually dragged out of their beds drawing fifteen feet to Warwick, three miles up his position by the box containing the re boy named Fay, thereabouts, spends his time
in Texas when Fremont’s emancipation order not humbugged.—Logan Gazette.
of special armed police, merely to facilitate and marched with many others to what was below the city. Richmond is 150 miles from mains, and no persuasions could induce him catching and playing with snakes:
wns received in that State, says the Union senti
termed a school of instruction. Three days
A
Railroad
Bridge
at
Steubenville.
to leave it until its arrival here.
experiments in the social development of the
A day or two ago a party of gentlemen met
ment was previously very 6trong and outspo
In the House of Rcdresentatives, on Tues negro race, and are anxious to be engaged in after, they were drafted into one of the C. S. the mouth of James River.
Fay, and one of them took ofi’ his (Fay's) hat,
ken ; hut afterwards it was unsafe for any per
regiments in front of Richmond. Since then
Mr. Spaulding, an active business man
when seven water snakes jumped oft' his head
day last, Mr. Blake reported from the Post- more soldierly duties pertaining to the prose I have heard nothing from them. They will
From New Orleans.
son to avow himself to be a Union man. A
and ran in different directions. Fay then pro
office committee a bill to establish certain cution of a war for the suppression of rebel never fire a gun against a countryman, for I of Washington has returned from a brief visit
Gen.
Butler
has
established
his
headquar

similar result, we have no doubt, was produ
to Norfolk. The citizens there are not on bad
posed for a consideration to go and bring an
post routes. It declares the bridge partly con lion and the restoration of Federal authority have told them not to, and they never disobey
ced in other Southern States, for it is well
terms with our soldiers, but they are confi ters at the New Orleans Custom House. He other lot, which he did in an incredibly short
ed their father."
structed across the Ohio river at Steubenville, throughout the rebel States.
took possession of the City Hall. Mint, &c„ space of time, and upon being paid an addition
known that wherever our army has marched
dent that General McClellan cannot reach 3nd compelled the St. Charles Hotel which al sum of money actually put the, heads of the
Ohio, abutting on the Nirginia shore, to he a
In this connection I may record the fact
into the South, the Union sentiment amongst lawful structure, a public highway, and estab'
A Convert to tlie Democratic Party.
was closed, to open for the accommodation of forked tongued reptiles in his mouth and bit off one
Richmond.
that, according to the testimony of military
himself and staff. A conference had between after another and threw their bodies away.—
The editor of the St. Joseph (Mo.,) Daily
the people is so feeble that it requires careful
The
gunboat
Jacob
Bell,
lying
at
the
lishes it a post route for the purpose of trans gentlemen who came passengers from Port
nursing to keep it from dying entirely out.— mitting the mails; and declares that the Steu Royal in the Atlantic to-day; the proclamation Gazette, in the course of an article on “Dem Washington Navy Yard wharf, was discovered j Gen. Butler and the authorities of the city On his upper jaw the fellow has but one tooth
with Pierre Soule.
on fire at an earl)7 hour on Tuesday last, but I The proclamation was discussed and modi so that he is compelled to tear and chew the
If President Lincoln would dismiss every Ab
had already been attended bv mischievous ef ocracy," says :
necks of the snakes before he can separate the
benville & Indiana Railroad Company and fects upon "the troops. Some of the officers
Having hitherto battled against the old the flames were soon suppressed. She was ; fied in some particulars as an act of humanity heads from the bodies. He has made himself
olition General from the army and transport the Holiday Cave Railroad Company, or eith
are
said
to
have
told
General
Hunter
to
his
party,
believing
that
it
did
not
fully
carry
to
the
suffering
inhabitants.
them to Africa, and then take the Constitu er of them, arc authorized to have, maintain, face that they thought white men were abun
so familiar with the habits and hiding places
loaded with ordnance; some of the boxes of
the wishes of the founders of the Republic,
The boats and railroad were allowed to of the water snake that he can go out and in
tion for his guide, instead of the Chicago Plat and operate said bridge when completed, and dantly competent to suppress this rebellion, out
we are convinced now that we did it injustice. shells were considerably chared, hence the ves bring supplies to the city.
very few moments return with a hatfull.
form, the rebellion would come to a speedy
and that, whether such was the case or not, Since the inauguration of the present regime, sel barely escaped being blown up. The origin
Negotiations for Confederate scrip is forbid
that draws are to he provided for the passage they
were
determined
never
to
fight
shoulder
Floyd
’
s
peccadilloes
sink
into
insignificance
den, but other species of currency in circula
of the fire was not known.
end.
The Evacuation of Pensacola.
of boats.
to shoulder with slaves, or contrabands.
before the mighty frauds daily perpetrated on
Colonel Van Wyck, after being under tion is allowed.
The
Mobile Advertiser and Register contains
--------------------------------Mr. Blake said the bill would not material
HON. S. S. COX.
the Treasury—frauds so glaring that the peo
The newspapers continued their publication.
The Illinois Volunteers.
ple stand aghast at their magnitude. Now close arrest for three days, on the charge of The Delta was suppressed for refusing to pub the following special :
ly interfere with the navigation of the Ohio
Brother Glessner of the Mansfield Shield
Eleven Illinois Regiments recently voted in that the country is rent in twain, the life-blood appropriating to the use of his regiment aban lish the proclamation, but subsequently it was
Pensacola, May 10.—At 12 o'clock last
river.
night Pensacola Navy Yard and the forts were
proposes that the Democracy of the Knox,
camp
on the adoption of the new Constitution of'her bravest sons poured forth like water, doned rebel property, has been released from allowed to go on.
The hill was then passed.
millions of dollars worth cf property con custody. He is Chairman of the Committee on
Algiers has been occupied by our forces, and set on fire and destroyed. When the enemy
Muskingum, Coshocton and Licking distinct,
of that State, when only sixty votes were cast and
fided to the flood and flames, what is more
forts Jackson and St. Phillip garrisoned by discovered what was going on, Fort Pickens
shall tender a unanimous nomination to Hon.
“Traitor Vallandigam.”
in the negative. The Constitution is essential competent to heal the wounds and bid the Government Contracts.
opened a furious bombardment, and kept it up
our troops from Ship Island.
S S. Cox. as *’
ndidate for Congress, in
The Republican thinks the easiest way it ly a Democratic measure, one of its leading troubled waves he still than a great national
It is asserted that four of the rebel
The Apalacula & Jackson railroad was ta during the conflagration, but without doing
wb;i*'
io doubt accept, and be can answer the stubborn truths set forth in the features being the prohibition of negro emi party, such as this purposes to be?
Generals were born in Massachusetts, one in ken possession of, and all approaches to the any damage to anybody at Pensacola.
All the public property, excepting the Cus
Though a young convert, we will do our New York, one in Pennsylvania, one in New city cut off.
'e have a warm per- able address of the Democratic members of gration to, or citizenship in, that State. This
best to aid in the good work. Our labors
General Phelps.had advanced to Carrolton, tom House, which was incapable of being
’ship for Mr. Cox, and Congress, is to assume that the address was vote shows that the Illinois volunteers are shall
Jersey
and
one
in
Ohio.
henceforth be with the Democracy, and
five miles up the river, and occupied the burnt, was moved ; but all movable Confeder
■tate whose triumph written by lion. C. L. Vallandigham, and sing nearly all Democrats, or at least go with the with them wc will work for the perpetuation
jjigy The Troy, New York. Dimes states that place.
ate property has been saved. The railroad
... -riioolition enemies we would out “traitor Vallandigham," in the usual sense- Democracy against the Abolition doctrine of of our Union and Constitution, openly, freely, six hundred and seventy-buildings were burn
There was very little public demonstration track, leading out of the city toward Mont...etier pleasure to chronicle; but the ly style of the parrot politicians who substi negro equality. We have no doubt but that and without fear, favor or affection.
ed on Saturday, May 10, and the losses of Union feeling in consequence of the uncer- i gomery, was torn up this morning.
A Federal vessel, with a flag of truce, came
The above is an honest confession, We amount to $2,842,090, divided as follows: tainty in reference to the future.
simple fact that he is not a citizen of this Con tute slang for argument. Such nonsense is the great body of the Ohio volunteers, if op
There was a great want of confidence pre up to the city, demanding a surrender. May
predict
that
he
will
be
very
zealous
in
his
en

gressional district, would doubtless be a serious scarcely worthy of notice.
buildings, 81,342,000; personal property, $1,- vailing, but under the firm course pursued by or Ballbe refused to comply with the demand,
portunity was offeied, would give a like decis
objection to the proposition of our Mansfield
Gen. Butler, business is slowly reviving. The j but as all the military forces had left he had
ive vote in opposition to the Abolition schemes deavors to thwart the the machinations ofthat 500,000.
How to Know a Traitor.
city is gradually becoming quiet, and affairs no power to oppose. The Federal ofi'cer re
Corrupt,
and
sectional
organization,
the
Re
cotempoarv. We believe, however, that there
H
is
certainly
a
remarkable
fact,
says
of the day.
plied they would occupy the city to-morrow,
Now, if you want to know a traitor, just en
is no legal or constitutional objection to the
publican party. At this time we need the the New York Observer, that two great Na "enerallv are perfectly satisfactory.
° It is reported that Porter’s mortar fleet had
election of a Congressman who may reside quire: “Are you in favor of a restoration of
Martial Law and Slavery.
hearty co-operation of all Union men. Wel tional Societies have been deprived oftheir been off Mobile and in the bay, and soundings but that the inhabitants need not be alarmed.
outside of the district; and if the Democracy the Constitution and without modification of
General Hunter, in his most ridiculous come, thrice welcome 1
Presidents during the past year. The Hon. had been made in the channel. On the 7th
of this district should deem it advisable to
The Coming Great Battle.
proclamation, declared that “Slavery and mar
nominate Mr. Cox, we shall support him most any sort?"
Thomas S. Williams, President of the Aineri the fleet was fired on, while engaged in tliis
The feeling of suspense in Washington is
Religion and Politics.
work, by Fort Morgan, but no reply was giv verv profound in regard to the two great bat
cheerfully and energetically.
Try it on the first Republican. Don’t let tial law in a free country are altogether in
can Tract Society, and the Hon. Theodore en.
The fleet afterwards returned to Ship Is tles soon to be fought for the Union, at RichWe find the following in the Pittsburg Post
him equivocate, nail him to the wall. It is compatible." We were always of the opinion
Frelinghuysen,
President
of
the
American
Bi

Forgeries.
land.
mond and Corinth. In regard to Richmond
of May 16. We have seen a similar state
an excellent test.
that
martial
law
was
itself
the
very
embodi

ble Society, they have both been called to high
there is comparatively no uneasiness, though
It is a curious fact that when the emancipa
ment
in
one
of
the
New
York
papers:
Destructive Tornado.
the interest is absorbing. AfcClellan s policy
tion Proclamations of Generals Fremont, One Hundred Thousand More Volunteers ment of slavery; for its effect is to suspend all
is the custom of all the Protestant church er seats.
is yielding its excellent fruits, in the country’s
law, and place the people’s liberties at the es,Itexcept
W
heeling, Va., May 21.
JSfifo
The
Nashville
Union
states
that
the
Wanted.
Phelps and Hunter first appeared they were
the Episcopal, to give certificates to
confidence that all will go right where he
A
destructive
tornado
about
two
o
’
clock
this
mercy
of
a
military
despot
or
dictator.
railroad
bridge
over
the
river
at
that
place
is
members who, removing to other localities,
Washington, May 21.
pronounced “forgeries" by the leading papers
commands. He is always sure: makes no ad
may desire to join other churches. It appears progressing rapidly, the Eastern span being afternoon unroofed and demolished a Luther vance till he is ready to hold it, and “wins
A call is soon to be made upon the States
at the East and in some cases their authors
an
Church,
occupied
as
a
school
house,
kill

One
Hundred
Thousand
More
Volunteers
that, in the ease of persons desirous to join nearly finished.
for additional volunteers to the number of at
‘‘insane.’’ We be- least
ing three and wounding six scholars. It also his battles before he fights them." Rich
Called For.
were set &
the churches of Henry Ward Beecher and D.
100,000.
ggy*
Gen.
Blunt
has
issued
marching
orders
blew down the steeple and partially unroofed mond is doomed, and every one knows it. In re
s are more or less in
According to dispatches from Washington, Cheever, several of the clergy in New York
lieve that f
Careful inquiry has elieitc-d the fact that our
St. John’s Episcopal Church. The same tor gard to Corinth, there is more uneasiness,
to
the
New
Mexican
expedition.
The
expedi

disgrace to the coun- army is smaller than has been represented even the President is about to make a call for one i and Brooklyn refuse to issue such certificates,
sane; and r
nado
demolished the upper works of the steam-1 though few who think of the armies led by
eed in positions in i in official accounts, numbering not 500,000 ef- hundred thousand more Volunteers. We on the ground that such men are not true Chris tion consists of the 1st, 2d, and 7th Kansas, er Mariner, bound down with troops. The 1 Pope, Buell, Mitchell and Thomas, believe
try that sue
tians ; that they arc fanatical, semi-infidels ofi the and the Wisconsin 12th and 13th. It is com
men.
commit acts so ridic- ! fective
Captain mate, and pilot were somewhat in they will ever be beaten. This week, it is thought,
This fresh force is to be mainly used as a re- judge from this that the present force in the Satanic school, repudiating the authority ofi the Bi manded by Gen. R. B. Mitchell, and is in eve jured.
’Rous and h
No lives were lost. The hull ot the will open the last seal; and pour utter ruin on
it they are regarded ■ serve, to be stationed at convenient points to field is not deemed adequate to put down the ble ; and that by their seditious course they have
the Confederacy.
boat and cargo were saved.
as ‘‘forger fo.
ry respect a splendid brigade.
brought, terrible calamity on, the country.
| rebellion.
riven to the public. ; meet emergencies.
EDITED BY L. HARPER._________
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' KNOX COUNTY COMMNN PLEAS.
IION. WM. SAMPLE, PRESIDING.

Tbe following cases have been disposed of
since our last:
CIVjZ’ DOCKET.

Rosanna Wineland vs. Isaac Robinson-Tri
Sandusky. Mansfield A Xe«»rk K.K. al by Juryy verdict for defendant. Vanec &
MOUNT VERNON TIME TABLE.
Cooper-triad Curtis & Scribner for plff.
Qning South—10:58, A. M.: 2:47. P. M.
Going North—8:23, A. M; 4:16. P. M.
John McCormack vfi. John Majers et al—
Central Ohio Railroad.
~ < Trial by Jury—verdict for defendant. Curtis
NEWARK TIME TABI-K.
1 & Scribner for plaintiff, Peck for defendants.
Going West—12:05. P. M. r 12:05. A. M.
Going East—5:20, A. M.; 4:30, P. M.

tf.aega?*jr«j*^gts^

jmw AuKV^cgiiJj^^

asaes

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

The State of Ohio vs. John Burkholder—
Pittsburgh, Columbus <U Cin. R. R. Selling liquor : plea of guilty fine not yet as
NEWARK TIME TABLE.
Going West—12:05. A. M. : 12:05, P. M.
sessed. W. C. Cooper, Pros. Att^- for State
Going East—3:45. P. AL; 5:30. A. M.
Irvine & Watson, for defendant.
The State of Ohio vs. William Beach—
Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne and C. R. R.
MANSFIELD TIME TABLE.
Keeping tavern without license—Plea,of guil
Trains Going West.
Trains Goin / East.
M iil and Pass. 7:16 a. m. Mail and Pass. 10:05 a. m. ty—fine ,$5 and costs. Cooper, Prosecuting
Express,........... 10:10 p. m. Attorney, for State.
B corcss............ .6:47 p. m.
Tara’ Freight ...2:35 p. m. 'VI,nr,’ Freight,...! aO :>• rn.
The State of Ohio vs. John Hanna—Keep
“
...8:05 p. in. Local Freight....2 '5 p.m.
S. C. IIlCKOK, Agent.
ing tavern without license—plea of guilty :
Local Freight...8:50 a. nt
fine $5 and costs. W. C. Cooper, Pros. Att’y
Our eastern Advertising Agents.
for State.
Wc have appointed Messrs. S. M. PettenThe State of Ohio vs John Burkholder—
oill & Co., 37 Park Row. New York, and 6
Second case—Selling Liquor—Plea of guilty ;
State Street, Boston our exclusively author
fine not vet assessed. W. C. Cooper. Pros.
ized Agents in those cities for procuring ad
Att’y for Sfate. Irvine & Watson for defen
vertisements and subscriptions for the Ban
dant.
ner. We have done a great deal of business
Bonar and Huggins r«. Mark Barrington
with the Messrs. Pettenoiia, in former years,
and others.—Trial by Jury. Verdict for
and have always found them prompt, honest
Dfts. Delano, Sapp & Smith for Plff; Vance
and honorable in all their transactions. In
& Cooper. Hurd and Israel for Dfts.
fact, they are the only advertising agents in
William R. Porter vs. Trammel ITarlc et
New York who meet their engagements and
al.—Trial by Jury. Verdict for Plaintiff for
settle their accounts without difficulty. M e
$289. Verdict for Plff; Israel and Devin for
have on our books nearly $500 against vari
ous persons, calling themselves “Newspaper Dfts.
F. V. Haughmont & Co. tvs. S. M. & N,
Agents,” many of whom, we have good rea
Rail
Road and James Duncan.—In Repleven.
son to believe, are arrant humbugs and knaves.
We shall give Messrs. Pettepgill sole charge Trial bv Jury. Verdict for Plff; Israel &
of our eastern advertising business lierealter. Devin for Plff; M. II. Mitchell for Deft.
William McCreary vs. James Elliot et al.—
Trial by Jury. Verdict for Plff. for $331.—
Blent. Win. McFadden.
We had the pleasure of receiving a visit Vance & Cooper for Plff; R. C. Hurd & Son
last week from our esteemed friend Wm. Jtc-i for Dfts.
Job Evans’ Ex’r. r,s. Isaac Harden et al.—
Fadden, formerly of Belleville, but who is
now first Lieutenant in Co. II. (Capt. Moo- Trial by Jury. Israel & Devin for Plff; M.
dey’e) 59th N. Y. Regiment, near Washing II. Mitchell for Dft.
ton. Lieut. McFadden is on a brief furlough,
“Hurra lor Mount Vernon.”
visiting his friends in Knox and Richland
counties, He is enjoying excellent health and j The following letter from Columbus, written
by our friend P. Barry, brings news of the
appears to he well pleased with army life.
From Lieut. McFadden wc learn that a promotion of several Mount Vernon gentle
handsome and very valuable sword was re-j men, that will be gratifying to our citizens
cently presented to Captain Miller Moodey, . generally :
Adjutant General’s Office,
by the members of his company, as a token .
Columbus, O., May 23rf, 1862.
of their confidence and esteem. This sword
Editor of Moimt Vernon Banner,—Sir : I
was brought home to Capt. Moodey s family
by Lieut. McFadden. We are pleased to have the honor to inform you that our young
3earn that Capt. M. is deservedly’ popular with friend Capt. II. B. Banning, 4tli Reg’t. O. V.,
his command. Il is well known energy’ of has been appointed Major of the 52d Reg’t.—
character, coupled with his urbanity of man This is a new regiment about to be organized
ners, and whole-souled, generous disposition, for special or select duty. The Governor is
have made him a general favorite in the ar- determined to have it well officered, and it will
be the “crack” or pet regiment of the State.
»jy.
__ __
I have also the great pleasure to announce
History of Knox County.
that Percy S. Sowers (Hon. Wm. Dunbar’s
We learn that our friend A. Banning Nor friend,) is one of the first Captains of the
ton, who has been on a visit to his triends in above regiment.
Mt. Vernon for some time past, has occupied
S. S. Brent, of Mount Vernon, lias received
his leisure moments in writing a History of a Second Lieutenant’s appointment. Hurra
Knox county, from its earliest settlement to for Mount Vernon! You will please notify
the present time. It will make a volume of the friends of the above gentlemen.
aome 400 pftges, and will be printed and bound
I will here state that Capt. George Rogers
in the best style of art. The manuscript is now is likely to be Major of the 20th.
in bands of the publishers in Cincinnati, ami it
Very Respectfully, <feer,
is expected that the work will be completed by
PAT’K BARRY.
first of July, lint a limited number of copies
will be printed, and will be furnished only to
The Crops.
subscribers. It will be embellished with sev
Never, within the recollection of the “ old
eral fine steel engravings. From Mr. Nor est inhabitant,” was there such a prospect as we
ton’s industry and ability’ as a writer, and bis have this year in Knox county for an abun
facilities for obtaining facts ami statistics in dant crop. The wheat, rye ami oats, look un
regard to the early history of Knox county, commonly beautiful and promising. And as
we have no doubt hut that the forthcoming for fruit of all kinds, the indications are that
work will he an interesting ami valuable vol- there will he a superabundant crop. Straw
berries, raspberries, and all kinds of small
fruits, are coming on finely. In the midst of
Army Register.
the general gloom that overshadows the land,
Mr. Charles A. Poland, who is well known the signs for a bountifu] harvest are calcula
in Mt. Vernon, has compiled and published ted to cheer the hearts of every citizen.
an Army Register of Ohio Volunteers in the
From all the neighboring counties, and in
service of the United States, comprising the fact from all parts of the West, we have like
General Staff of State ; Staff of various De cheering intelligence respecting the crops.—
partments ; list of Brigades; roll of field, staff Unless some such disaster as a “June frost”
and commissioned officers, of each Regiment; should visit the earth, we shall certainly have
present place of service ; rank of each officer, a year of great plenty.
date of commission ; and a complete list of the
casualties. It is a very useful work for refer
Wool.
ence, arid may be found at Lincoln’s Periodi
As yet.no movements in Wool have com
cal Depot in this city.
menced in Knox county. Messrs, Goodale &
Co., of Cleveland, in a Circular we have re
Narrow Escape from Rrowniiig,
The youngest son of our fellow townsman, ceived from them, inform us that the wool
John II. Roberts, a lad of six or seven years crop ot the State this year will be worth from
of age, was on Monday last playing on the S. 40 to 50 cents per potitid. We would advise
M. & N. Railroad bridge over the river sofith our farmers not to be in too great a hurry to
of town, and accidentally fell off into the deep bring their wool to market. Last year, those
water below ; where be would soon have found who sold early, received low prices, while
a waterv grave bad not his tall been observed those who “ held off,” realized good prices.—
by Mr. Wm. Leonard and young M. Doyle, “There is luck in leisure.”
who were working in the vicinity. They has
tened to the assistance of the lad and succeed
Death ofSewall Gray, Esq.
ed in rescuing him just as he was sinking for
Sewall Gray, Esq., an old and known citi
the last time.
The little fellow, although so nearly gone zen of Mt. Vernon, died on Thursday last, at
soon recovered, and in a few hours was play his residence in this city. Mr. Gray some six
ing eagerly as ever.—Republican.
years ago was struck with paralyses, which
so crippled and enfeebled him as to render him
Death of Another Soldier.
Mr. Thomas A. lloev, a young gentleman wholly unfit, for business. A second attack
who was well known to most of our citizens, last week terminated his existence. Mr. Gray
died on the 17th inst., at Fulton City, Ill., of was a useful and excellent citizen, and enjoy
wounds received at the battle of Shiloh. He ed the confidence and esteem of the entire com
was a member of 52d Illinois Infantry. His munity. Ilis remains were interred in the
remains were brought to this city, and interred cemetery on Sunday, attended by a large
in the cemetery on Wednesday last. Young concourse of friends and citizens generally.

Our Norfolk Correspondence.

NEWS OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

(Special Corretpondcnco of the Inquirer.)
United States Marine Hospital, 1
Norfolk, Va., May 18, 1862. j

©rover &. Baker, Still Alxead J

Administrator’s Neticte.

Union. Soldiers Murdered in Virginia.

OTICE is hvreit^XWenthat t.he undorsigned ho-s
The Wheeling Intelligencer relates that after
been duly ftppointcTinrfqttxliSwiyjy the Probate
the fight at McDowell, Va., when the Union
Court, withiri and for Knox county, Ohio, as Adminis
troops had fallen back to Franklin, a member trator de bonis non on estate of John Dunn, doo’d. All
of the Thirty-Second Ohio, from Lima, Allen persons ihdSbted to said estate are notifiod to make
county, was brutally murdered by guerillas.— immediate payment to the undersigned, and all per
holding claims against said estate, arc notified to
He bad stepped aside from the road a short sons
present them, legally proven, for settlement, within
distance to wash. In a few minutes a shot one year from this date.
was beard in that direction, and on going to
May 6-3;w* SAMUEL DUNK, Administrator,
him be was found dead, and stabbed in eight
Administrator’s Xotico.
places about the face. The miscreants were TYTOTICJE is hereby given that the undersigned
supposed to have escaped to a cave called Ll has been duly appointed and qualified by the
Saltpetre Cave, a short distance up the side Probate Court within and and for Knox county, Ohio,
of the mountain where they were known to as Administrator on the estate ot Isaac Dial,
deceased. All persons inbted to said estate are no
harbor.

N

— Dr. N. Aldridge and Solomon Glass,
both of Union township, Tuscarawas county,
From a Mr. Diggs, who has suffered every
were drowned on the 18th inet., in the Tusca
thing for thirteen months past, in the way of
rawas river, while on a seining expedition.
— Mr. Jenkins Ilogc of Birmingham, levies, persecution and the like, I obtained the
Guernsey county, committed suicide a day or followimg statements In regard to the Merri
two since by hanging himself in the stable mac: Mr. Diggs was one of the head work
with a rope. Mr. Iloge was under the influ men in the Gosport Navy Yard, under the
ence of insanity when he committed the deed. United States Government, and at the rate
provisions were selling, had to continue his oc
He leaves a wife and family to mourn his loss. cupation under the Confederates or starve. lie
— The Bucyrus Porum says: ‘The wife of assisted in cutting down and fitting up the
tified tomako immediate payment to the undersigned,
Great Reduction in Prices I
PERFECT New and Improved, Nokeleiii GroA
Joseph Meek, the proprietor of the Cook Merrimac. He says that her top was fiat and
£gg?”The negroes of the District of Colum and all persons holding claims against eaid estate
are
notified
to
present
them
legally
proven
for
settle

ver A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 ! ! 1 The
House in Crestline, gave birth to three chil covered with a grading made, of several cross bia and elsewhere, have been holding jubilee ment within one year from this date.
only Company that manufactures the two varieties of
layers of 1^-insh square bar iron, strongly riv meetings on account of the passage by Con
J. D. HHRIMPLTN,
Machines, Dwhle Lock and Single Lock or Shuttiss
dren on the 8th of this month, one of whom eted and bolted together. Her roofing con
gress of the Emancipation bill! It is a sick Mav fi-3w
Stitch. Victory after Victory.
Administrator.
jived a short time, but the others are doing as sisted first of 16-inch rafters, of 10-inch thick ening thought for white inen, that they will be
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Union
Executor’s Notice.
ness, and lying sore and att, was, a roofing of compelled to pay a portion of that which just
woll as could he expected.
of victories achieved over Singer’s. Wheoler & Wil
1YTOTICE
is
hereby
given
that
the
undersignod
son's and all other Competing Machines.
-—Aman named Eb. Slocum residing in 5-inch plank. Next came lour inches of oak ly belongs to their own families to liberate the
v has been duly appointed and qualified by the
The Prince of Wales Selected Grover A Baker Ma
. -.i , • i
• plank, up and down. This made a roof two negroes of the District of Columbia, so that Probate
Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio chines. The Chinese Embassy selected them and ail
Rome Richland county, met with his death in
jn’of fiolill wood> a]] firnily bolt. they may over-run the North and degrade la
Executor on the estate of Jane Lewi»i deceased.— well regulated families have, or should have one, l>ethe following manner, the past week. About ed and barred; the whole being secured and bor, by corning in competition with the toiling as
AU persons indebted to said estate are notifiod to make oriiso they make less noise, are more simple rnn with
immediate payment to the undersigned, and all per greater speed, and less friction, consequently aronior*
midnight on Saturday last, be fired a pistol at steadied by strong iron braces and bolts, run white man.
sons holding claims against said estate are notified to durable than other machines. They also make the
a dog on the opposite side of the road, and re ning crosswise as well as fore and aft. Next,
top of the oak plank, came a layer of 2-inch
“ I am opposed to the abolition of sla present them legally proven for settlement within one i most beautiful and elastic stitch or seam, which is
loading the pistol attempted to put it in his on
from this date. SYLVESTER FLETCHER.
fastened when it leaves the machine. I shall not hes
iron, the bars running fore ana aft. Across very in the District of Columbia,” said John yoar
vest pocket, when it accidentally discharged, this was another layer of iron, same thickness, Quincy Adams, “ because I regard it as a vio • April 29-3t*
itate to warrant every Machine s<dd. A word to the
wise is sufficient. Call and get ojrouler an oxamine
the ball passed diagonally through the abdo up and down.
lation of republican principles to enact laws
Uegal Yotlcc
for yoursolxes.
He saw her when she returned, after Tier first at the petition of one people to operate upon The State of Ohio, Knox county, s».
men and lodging in the thigh. He died on
We aro pretty familiar with tho merits of the load
Mark Curtis, Ralph Chamhor- ’
another
against
their
consent.
”
But
the
ma
ing machines, aud for family use wo profer Grover 4*
fight with the Monitor, and the injury done
Monday evening last.
lain and Benjamin Grant,
jority of our present Congress seems to be of a
Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
Civil Abtiou.
late partners under the name
— A sad casualty occurred near Napoleon, her was as follows:
Machine thread Silk and cotton constantly on hand,:
different opinion.
of Curtis, Graut A Co., PlainAlso, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, at thk
O., a few days ago. Two children of Mr.
One gun broken short off near the “trun
Attachment.
tai ffs,
MUSIC
STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. Bank.
nions,
”
and
another
broken
obliquely,
about
For great bargains,
Rahres were burning brush, when the clothes
V8.
Nov. 27, I860.
SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
inches from the muzzle. Her stein
Daniel IT. Darby,-Defendant.
In Ready-made Clothing,
of a little girl took fire and the child was lit eighteen
HE said Defendant, Daniel It. Darby, a non-roawas mashed so that the wood could be strung
P-5T' Go to Buechman’s,
erally roasted to death.
ideut of tho State of Ohio, and whoso residence
out like a ball of thread; and they had to
is unknown, is hereby notified that the abovo named
Kenvon House.”
— The Defiance Democrat eavs that the vet squeeze a whole bale of oakum into it to stop
TnAT HAS
Plaintiffs, Curtis, Grant & Co., partners as aforesaid,
STOOD THE TEST OF YEARS,
eran apple tree, opposite the fort, which gave the leak—the planking being sprung off and
did, on the twenty-sixth day of April, A. D. 1862,
wide. Quite a number of the moni
tile in tho Court of Common Pleas of said Knox And Crows more and more I’opulux
fruit to Indians, French and British, now’near gaping
every day I
tor’s shots had ploughed up the roofing, so
County, Ohio, a transcript of a certain proceeding
ND testimonials, now, aud almost without nuni
ly a hundred years old, is coming out in full that you could lay a large water-melon in the
in attachment, had before Thompson Cooper, a
her, might be given from ladies and gentlemen
.Justice of the Peace in and for Clinton township, in
bloom, with no signs of decay, promising an spot where the shot had struck. Upon ma
Dr. Robaek’s Remedies.
In all grades of society, whose united testimony none
We publish in another column of to-day’s paper, an said, Knox county, wherein they were Plaintiffs as
king
inquiry,
he
learned
that
two
men
were
abundant yield of apples.
:ild, and said Daniel H. Darby, Defendant; and could desist, that Prof. Wood's Hair Restorative will
killed, but he thinks there must have been article copied from the Cincinnati Times, descriptive af6res
restore the bald and gray, and preserved the. hair of
— Jefferson Bull, of Loudonville, who is more.
Dr. Robaek’s Extensive medical Establishment in Defendant is further notified that on the same day
He says had the Monitor followed her ' of
the youth to old ago, in all its yonthfnl beauty.
Plaintiffs
filed
in
said
Court
their
Petition,
alle,dging
that
city.
By
the
way,
Dr.
Robaek
’
s
Remedies
have
known by almost every person in this section up, she could have captured the rebel bugbear
Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 21, 1858,
obtained a great and deserved popularity with all therein that the Defendant is indebted to them in the
Prof. Wood : Theo wilt please accept a line to in-'
of the country, died at his residence on Satur in another half hour; and yet the rebels classes. It has been but a short time since the Rem sum of ten dollars and four cents, with interest therothee the hair on my head all fell oft' over twen
would blow about her being able to whip a edies were introduced into our section of country ; yet on from the 16th day of March, A. D. 1855, for goods form
day week last, of fever.
Dr. Brennan, Dr. Robaek’s agent in this place, in and merchantdize by Plaintiff sold and delivered to ty years ago, caused by a complicated chrouio dis
ease,
attended with an eruption on the head. A con
— The Crawford County Forum says— half dozen Monitors!
forms us that his sales of the Blood Pills and Blood Defendant at his request, prior to said Kith day of
Purifier now far exceed those of all other medicines March, 1855, and between that day and the 11th day tinual course of suffering through life having reduced
“Daniel Brenner, an old citizen of Lykins
Good Advice.
for which he is agent combined. The reason for this, of November, 1854; that there is now due thereon me to a stato of dependence, I have not been able t»
township, committed suicide Wednesday eve
Joel Parker, the distinguished jurist of is, that they have stood the test of practical experi- the sum of fourteen dollars and seventy-th-ee cents, obtain stuff for caps, neither have 1 lfocn able to d»
up, in consequence of which my head has suffer
ning, under a state of insanity, hv jumping Maspachusetts, heretofore acting with the Re-I ence- We know thia not on,-v fvom tho m^ths of which sum Plaintiffs ought to recover and for which them
but we have used them in our family with the sum they ask Judgment. Defendant Daniel II. Dar ed extremely from cold. This induced me to pay
into a well near his dwelling house. His death publican party, gives a short but pithy piece of others,
very best results. For all diseasos of the blood, gen by is notified that unless he appears and answer or Biggs A Uudges almost the last cent I bad on earth
a two dollar hottie of thy Hair Restorative ahoul
is lamented by a large circle of acquaintan advice to that party through the Boston Jour eral debility, whether proceeding from sickness or demur to said Petition, on or btforo the 3d Saturday for
tho first of August last. I have faithfully followed
after
the
10th
day
of
June.
A.
D.
1862,
the
same
will
from
natural
weakness,
indigestion,
and
all
kindred
ces.
the directions and the bald spot is now covered with
nal. He says :
ailments, we recommend the Scandinavian Remedies be taken as confessed by him. and as true, and Judg- hair thick and black, though short, it is also coming
— The Canton Democrat says: “On the 14th
“ Will you permit me to say that the sooner as the very heat medicines extant. They are destined ment will be rendered accordingly.
in all over my head. Feeling confident that another
D. C. MONTGOMERY,
ult., DewaltSmith, living near Freesburg, in the Republican party cuts itself loose from [ to achieve not an empheral success, but a permanent
large bottle would restore it entirely and permanent
April
29-6w.S6.00
Atty,
for
Plaintiff.
and
deserved
reputation,
which
will
render
them
a
ly, I feel anxious to persevere in its use, aud being
Washington township, shot himself, by pla all unconstitutional projects, (whether they necessity in every family.—Sapoleon, (J., North IFevt,
destitute of means to puehase any more, I would ask
SluerifT Sale.
cing the muzzle of the gun under bis chin and relate to emancipation by proclamation, con- Jtarch 2.
Y
virtue
of
a
special
writ,
6th
order
of
Sale,
issu

thee if thee wouldst not be willing to send me an or
•quering States and bolding them as Territo See advertisement.
managing to pull the trigger. The hall pass ries, confiscation without trial, or any other
ed out of the Court of Common Pleas, within der on thine agents for a bott.lo, and receive te thy
and
for
the
County
of
Knox,
and
State
of
Ohio,
and
self the scripture declaration—“the reward is to that*
ed out at the top of his head. He was aged measure nat warranted by the Constitution,)
Corcns, Bronchial Complaints, Ac.—Rev. D. P.
to me directed, I will offer for sale at tho South door that are kind to the widow and the fatherless."
about 70 years, and was a man much esteem the sooner it will begin to provide for its own Livermore, Editor of the Chicago New Covenant says of the Court House, in the City of Mount Vernon,
Thv friend,
of Brown’s Bronchial Troches : “ We have frequently
SUSANNAH KIRAP.
ed. lie bad been ill for some time and had salvation ?"
had occasion to test the efficacy of Brown’s Bronchial in said County, on Saturday, the, 24M day of May, 1862.
between
the
hours
of
10
o
’
eloo'k,
A.
M.,
and
4
o
’
clock,
Ligonier,
Noble Co., IniL, Feb. 5, 1859.
Troches,” and have invariably found them to answer
suffered terribly from complication of trou
Gen. Rosecrans was in Cincinnati on the purpose for which they are recommended.—From p. in., of said day, the following described real Estate
Prof. O. J. Wood : Dear Sir :—In the la t»r part of
bles.
Saturday, on his wav to Pittsburg Landing.
our own personal experience and observation, we know to wit; “Lot number Four hundred and Seventy thd year 1352, while attending the Stato and Nation
two
and
the
house
thereon
in
Thomas*
addition
to
Mt.
al
Law School of tho State of New York, my hair,
them to be a superior remedy for colds, eougli3, and
— Silar Kurtz, son of John W. Kurtz, Esq.. !
Vernon Knox County Ohio, to satisfy a Judgment and from a cause unknown to me, commenced falling off
DIED—At Winona, Wisconsin, on the 16th inst., bronchial complaints.”
formerly of West Chester, Tuscarawas county, j Mrs. Lizzie Sherman Norton, wife of Daniel S. Nor
Note.—IF« publish the above statement as reading order of sale in the ease of George Hadley vs. Edw ard very rapidly, so that in the short space of six months,
D. C. MONTGOMERY.
the whole upper part of my scalp was almost entirely
matter, because zee have confidence in the Troches, har Taylor et als.
was killed at the battle of Pittsburg Landing. ! ton, jr., formerly of Mount Vernon.
Master Commissioner in Knox Common Picas.
bereft of its covering, and much of the remaining
ing tried them frequently, and alxcays with success.—
He was shot through the heart, and was one !
April
22d,
1862-5w$3.00
portion upon the side and back part of my head short
Cincinnati Christian Herald.
ly after became gray, so that you will not be surpris
of the first that fell. His regiment, the 55th :
ed whcli r tefll yofi that upon my return to the State
Illinois, was one of the first regiments attack- '
SELL YOUR
of Indiana, my more casual acquaintance were not »•
much at a loss to discover tho cause of the change i«
ed by the rebels. Young Kurtz was much j
Allegheny Cattle Market.
my appearance, as my more intimate ncqnaintanee
K.
T.
BROWS
&
Co.
Allegheny, May 22 1862.
respected bv all who knew him, but the sad
were to recognise me at all.
We
find
no
material
change
in
tho
general
tone
of
AT
POTWIN
’S
I at oneo made application to the most skillful phys
casualites of war cut him down in the vigor !
Of Indianapolis la.,
the market from last week. The offerings were a lit
icians in the country, but receiving no assurance from
ETAIL STORE, opposite the Kenyon House
of promising manhood.
tle more numerous, hut sales unchanged, with about
them that my hair could again be restored, I wm
i or at his Wholesale Store, at No. 1, Kremlin,
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Notice to Farmers,

BUTTER AND EGGS

R

RE now manufacturing the best, cheapest and
the same proportion of sales. Following we give all
forced to become reconciled to my fate, nutil, fortu
where you will get the READY CASH all tho year most durable
the reported sales, offerings and shipments :
nately. in the latter part of tho year 1857, your Re
through.
may 13-m2
BEEVES—There were 1,350 head offered, and 515
storative was recommended to me hy a druggist, as
sold at prices ranging from 2J to 4c per pound gross.
being the most roliebio Ilair Restorative in use. I
During the time the rebels made the attack The residue. 835 head, were sent East.
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
tried one bottle, and found to my great satisfaotioa
SHEEP
—
There
were
2.402
head
offered,
and
609
that has been introduced to the public, at a price that it was producing tho desired effect. Since that
on our wagon train, General McClellan, ac
which
will
place
it
within
the
roach
of
every
farmer,
reeon‘
K
ross
>
or
from
$1.50
to
§3,00
tjil
head.
time, I have used seven dollars’ worth of your Resto
companied hy his staff, was makin
; The remainder. 1,793 were sent East.
who wishes to make his own sugar.
rative, and as a result I have a rich coat of vvry wft
noisance, and came in sight of the rebel cav HOGS—There were 1,504 had offered, and 127 sold,
Having had four years’ experience in building and black hair, which no money could buy.
alry before be was aware of liis proximity.-— 1 at prices ranging from 2i{ to 3 cents per pound, gross,
running Sugar Mills, we feel confident that our Mill
As a mark of my gratitude for your labor and skill
Bv dint of hard riding he escaped, and taking i The residue, 1,577 were sent East.
At the old Stand of E. S. S. Rouse, Jr. for 1862 is perfect in every respect. Our three roller in the production of so wonderful an article, I hav'»
HORSES—There were 266 head offorod, add all
comi»and of what force there was at hand he
Mills that formerly sold for $60 are now selling for recommended its useto many of my frioudg. and sm$45—all complete for running and mounted. All or quaintances, who I am happy to inform you, arenslag
dispersed the rebels. Had they known wltat sent East.
der promptly attended to.
it with effect.
a prize they had so near them, in all probabil
!Kcw York Market.
Address R. T. BROWN A Co., Novelty Works, In
Very respectfully, yours,
A. M. LATTA.
ity they would have worked harder to have
dianapolis,
la.,
P.
O.
Box
10
11.
Depot, 544 Broadway, and sold by nil da*Ur«
New York, May 22.
obtained possession of it! As it was the situ
Send
for
Circular,
with
full
description
of
Mill.
throughout
the
world.
Has just received and offers to his
ation was rather a precarious one for the Gen FLOUR—Thcro is scarcely so much doing, hut the
Apr. 22-3m
The Restorative is put upin bottles of three sizes,’
market is without important change. The sales were
eral at best.
FRIENDS
AND FELLOW-CITIZENS OF KNOX
Cure Coughs, Cold, Hoarseness, Influ iaige, medium and small; the small holds i a pint,
hbls at $4 25(q;4 35 for superfine state: §4 50
While the skirmish was going on the fact 14,800
AND SURROUNDING COUNTIES,
enza, any Irritation or Soreness of the and retails for one dollar per bottle, the medium holds
@4 60 for extra state. $4 25@435 for superfine wesat least twenty per cetit. more in pyophrtion than the
was made known to the general of the Second i fern;
Tiroat. Relieve the. Hacking Cough
S4 50@4.70 for cbinmon to medium extra wossmall, retails for two dollars a bottle ; the large holds
Brigade, whose command had just gone through j tern: $4 90@6 05 for common to good shipping brands One of <ke Earnest and Rest Select
in Consumption, Bronchitis, Asth
a quart, 40 per cent, more in proportion »nd rstsils
ed Stocks of
a long and tedious march ; yet, with his usual extra round hoop Ohio; $5 15@6 50 for trade brands,
ma and Catarrh. Gear and
$3 per bottle.
give strength to the voice of
promptitude, the General brought his wearied ! market closing steady.
0. J WOOD A CO., proprietors, 411 Broadway, Now
WHEAT—The market is without decided change in
Public Speakers and Singers. York,
men out in line of battle, and stood anxiously
and 114 Market Street, St. Lodis Wo.
price,
with
a
brisk
export
demand
and
fair
inquiry
for
Few
are
aware
of
the
importance
of
checking
a
awaiting the foe. who could not stand the pres home* consumption; there is also some little specula
And sold by all good Druggists and Fo”cy Oo«4s
Cough
or
‘
Common
Cold
’
in
its
first
stage;
that
which
sure and “skedaddled.”
Dealers. For sale by
J A M ES BLANCIIARD,
tive inquiry. The sales were 168.1*00 bushels Chii aro
in the beginning would yield to a mild remedy, if ne
may I5-y
jft Vernon Obis.
spring a* 84c@Sl 03; 184,000 bushels Milwaukee club
glected, soon attacks tha Lungs. “ /Iroicn’s Bronchi
at 90e@$l 08: 47,000 bushels amber Iowa at §1 03 ;
EVER BROUGHT TO MT. VERNON.
Unionism in Virginia.
al Troches,” containing demulcent ingredients, allay
s. is,
1 05: 10,600 bushels amber Michigan at $ 1 14(5)1 16:
Pulmonary and Bronchird Irritation.
An army letter writer says-.—^IfT. there
■ .
T i 34,00 bushels,winter red w estern at §1 0(t@ I 11:26.50
His stock is of the very best quality, and gnar(Successor to McFarland d’ Velis,} has Just OpensJ
“ That trouble in my throat, (for which
much hearty Union sentiment in v irginia .1 bushels Canadian club at 90c@Sl 00: 33,60 bushel
shels ! anteed to be superior work; and will be sold lowBROWN'S the “ Troches” are a specific) having made
I
N EAV
have failed io meet with it. At the best, it
northwestern club at 92e(5}l 00; 6,500 bushels Shiboy- or than at any other place in Mt. Vernon.
me ofter a mere whisperer.”
as in this town, where the people seem dispo gnu at $1 00: IS.000 bushels Racine spring at 91
Mt. Vernon, May 13, 1862.
N. P. Willis.
TROCHES.
’MV
sed to submit with patience to what, is inevita §1 00: and 14.000 bushels red state SI 07(5.1 114.
“ I recommend their uSe to public On JJaxn Street, over Hatik's Sftddle and Harnes
—'The market is heavy and lower, with sales
Rev. E. 11. Chapin.
BROWN’S Speakers.”
ble, and yield quietly to the rule they are in of RYE
Shop,
Second
Floor,
Oppoisite
Russell,
10,600 bushels at G5(Si72c.
“Have proved oxtromoly serviceable
no condition to contend against. Still, their
Sturges d: Co.'s Bank,
BARLEY—The market rules in favor of the buyer.
TROCHES. for Iloarspness.”
case is apparently one which will yield to kind Rales of 7,00 bushels western on private terms, and
HERE may be found a good assortment ef
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
and judicious treatment, though the first ex 700 do Conada East at 74c.
Chairs, Bedsteads, aud Cabinet-ware, of their
! BROWN’S
Almost instant relief in tho distress
perience of subjection is not the time for de CORN—Heavy and closes about lc lower with sales
ing labor of breathing peculiar to Asthma.’ own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. All
work
warranted.
All kifirds of Wood Turning dose
veloping healthy symptoms. An army is nev of 71,000 bushels at 47J@48c for old mixed western
I TROCHES.
Rev. A. C. Eggleston.
er a love provoking institution, aiid there are delivered and 45@47c for new mixed western afloat
“Contain no Opium or anything injn- on short notice and in good style. Country Cabinet
Makers will do well to give us a call. tTagon Hnba.
Pittsburgh, Pa., corner Jjenn. and St. Clair Sts.
BROWN’S jrious.”
Dr. A. A. Haver,
inconveniences and trials attending the pres and delivered.
OATS—Quite firm at 3&@40e for Jersey. Cana
The largest Commercial School of the United States,
Chexnist, Boston. Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, and, in short, any
ence of the best int.entioned troops, which dian
thing
in wood, can he turned at our shop.
western and state.
with a patronage of nearly 3,000 Students, in five BROWN'S
“ A simple and pleasant combination
makes their occupation irritating to a commu COFFEE
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce aud Cash, tghev
—Quiet and unchanged; sales of 50 bags years, from 31 States, and the only one which affords
for Coughs, Ac.”
nity. It is natural that men whose wheat Rio at 19c; 100 bags Laguayra at 21 Jc, in bond on complete and reliable instruction in ail lftc following TROCHES.
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at
Dr. G. F. Bigelow, Boston.
tended to. A share of public patronage solicited",
fields have been trampled down, whose stores private terms.
branches, viz :
“Beneficial in Bronchitis.”
iwc si
j. h. McFarland.
RYE COFFEE—East India firm and in good de Mercantile, Manufacturers, Steam Boat, Rad Road BROWN’S
and stock have strangely disappeared, and
Dr. J. F. W. Lane, Boston.
mand:
sales
of
500
bags
on
private
terms.
whose slaves have acquired sudden notions of
I have proved them excellent for
d' Bank Book-keeping,.
UNITY
SUGAR—Raw. quiet and firm: sales of 600 lihds at
BROWN’S IWhooping Cough.”
FIRST PREMTUM'
independence, should not see, at a glance, the 7f@Sc
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
for Ciiba, and 29 hhds Porto Rico, 8c.
Rev. H. W. Warren. Boston.
Plain and Ornamental Penmanship;
blessings of Union and the fatherly love which
OF LONDON.
REFINED.SUGAR—jin active demand and very Also, Surveying, Engineering and Mathematics gen TROCHES.! “Beneficial when compelled to speak,
is working their emancipation from the tyran firm.
(7. S. Branch Office, 58 Vail Street, New York.
‘suffering from Cold.”
erally.
ny of secession. But it is ever the habit of
MOLASSES—Quiet and steady, sales of20 hhds
Rev. S. J. P. Anderson, St. Louis.
BROWN’S >
$35,00
the patient to make wry laces at the drugs Porto Rico at 38c.
• 84,793,822,
' “Effectual in removing Hoarseness Available Assets,
Pays for a Commercial Course; Students enter and re
which are working bis case; and we need bate
and
Irritation of the Throat, so common
TROCHES
view at any time.
IIE
Unity
Fire
Insurance
Company
Insure against
nothing of heart or hope on their account.
with Speakers and Singers.”
Ministers’ sons tuition at half-price.
NEW ADA^ERTISEMEXTS.
Loss or damage by Fire, on Buildings, Merchan
Prof. M. Stact Johnson,
For Catalogue of 86 pages. ,c
imens of Business ( BROWN'S
La Grange, Ga. dise. Household Furniture, Ac.. <tc., al the usual
and Ornamental Penmanship, and a beautiful Col
Gan lion.
Hancock’s Charge at Williamsburg.
Teacher of Music, Southern rates. Losses adjusted in New York and promptly
ll persons arc hereby cautioned against purcha lege view of 8 square feet, containing a great variety TROCHES.
paid, without reference to London.
Female College,
Correspondence of the N. Y. World.
sing or trading for a note, purporting to be of Writing, Lettering and Flourishing, inclose 24 cents
“
Great
benefit
when
taken
before
and
in
stamps
to
the
Principals.
BROWN
’
S
drawn by James Jeffers, in favor of Jacob Huvler, for
There burst from the woods on our right
after preaching, as they prevent Hoarse Statement of the Condition of the V. S. Branch af the
JENKINS A SMITH,
Unity Fire Insurance Compang, at New York,
flank a battalion of rebel cavalry! There, to three dollars, as said vote has been fully paid aud
May 13-y.
Pittsburgh. Pa.
TROCHES. ness. From this past effect, I think they
satisfied.
DAI
ID
JEFFERS.
January 1st, 1802.
the right and left of the horse, three regiments
will be of permanent advantage tome.”
Mav 27-3t
Rev. E. Rowlev, A. M.
BROWN’S
of infantry supporting it.
ASSETP.
President of Athens College. Tonn.
A terrible moment ! Four thousand infan rpiiE
TROCHES.; T^TSold bv all Druggists atTWENTY- United States 6 per cent. Stock,................ $ 19.256
SIUFFERER,—Published as a warning, and for
try marching in at the same period of the batNew York State 5 and 6 per cent. Stock... 115,500 eu
IX XOUXT VERXOX.
especial benefit of Young Men and those who suf
I
FIVE CENTS A BOX.^s^'
tie, turned and routed our eighteen thousand the
Caption.—As there are many imitations, ask for New York City 6 pur cent. Stock,. vwith Nervous Debility, Loss of Memory, Prema
Casli
loaned on collateral,..-........... .
50P
at Bull Run. But a year has passed since fer
ture Decay, Ac., Ac., Ac., by one who, has cured him
and obtain only “ Brown's Bronchial Troches," which
“ in hand and in Bank.......................... 10,846 76
then. Yankees have learned how and when to self by simple means, after being put to great ex
by long experience have proved their value, having
WILLIAM B IE A 12,
“ in hands of Agents,...........................
8,035 93
fight.
received the sanction of physicians generally, and tes
pense and inconvenience, through the use of worth
All othor Investments,................................
54,401 3ft
General Hancock was equal to the crisis.— less medicines prescribed by learned Doctors.
Of the late firm of REAM A MEAD, having located timonials from eminent men throughout tho country. Office Furniture...........................................
494 17
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
Forming his infantry in a minute against this Single copies may be bad of the author, C. A. LAM
himself on the
Hoey was generous, warm-hearted and patri
Interest acorued,...... . ...............................
515 00
inirch 11-ly
Return of Captain Walker.
sudden attack, he held them in magnificent BERT, esq., Grcenpoint, Long Island, by enclosing
otic. His death will be greatly lamented by
a
post-paid
addressed
envelope.
AddressCIIARLE?
East
Side
of
Main
Street,
one
door
Capt. William Walker, of Millwood, re order, while the rebel fool and horse came on, A. LAMBERT, Esq., Grcenpoint, Long Island N.
$234,343 221
MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS
South ot* Uppitt’s Drug Store,
his numerous friends in Mt. Vernon.
LTABILITTES.
turned lioaie on Saturday from the army near cheering, firing, and charging in gallant and Y- • - AT
_____________
May 27:m2.
Losses
ascertained
and
unpaid,
..§2,054
20
style. Our artillery wheeled and
BUCKINGHAM’S EMPORIUM I
Corinth, in a very feeble state of health, -whol imposing
and nearly opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trusts
A Golden Rale for Farmers.
All other claims,........................... 1,406 94
3,461 14
poured hot volleys on them as they came, and A Card to Yonng Uadies and Gents. his
friends and the public generally, will not fail to
R. llIOMAb F. CHAPMAN will send to all who
Do not go dividing up or using lip your cap ly unfit for service. We have not seen Cap over five thousand muskets riddled them
find
him
in
his
new
location,
with
a
good
stock
of
MBS. L. A. DA.’ ' d
wish it (free of charge), the Recipe and full di
ital by cropping without manure. Make it a tain W., but we learn that be was compelled through and through. But they kept onrections for making and using a beautiful vegetable
Would respectfully announce to t
nearer—closing up, and sure of their power to Balm, that will effectually remove Pimples, Blotches,
Vernon and Vicinity, that she fla
cardinal principle of action, never to be swer to resign bis position in the army.
sweep us before them.
Tan, Freckles. Ac., Ac., leaving the skin smooth,
a neat scleetiorf of
ved from, that you will not, in any instance,
Thus, swifter-than I can write it, until clean, and beautiful; also full directions for using
Hung out his Shingle,
AT CASH PRICES.
in relation to any field or crop, or rotation,
P
elatreav
'
s
celebrated
S
timulant
,
warranted
to
dependent of the Lift- Businesu, wtiii'H is a loian.' ui.We notice that our friend John Crowell, their line, now broken And irregular, was start a full growth of Whiskers, or a Mustache, in
Such as
Ribbons, Flowers, Velvets, Crapes
plant or sow, without a supply of manure—
panting within two hundred yards of our own
Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please Straw Goods, Ruches, Thread Lo.cc, Edgings, <pc. ,pc.. tinct Comnanv.
.T. N. OWEN,
Jk;,soh of Gen. John Crowell, of Cleveland, wavering columns. Then Hancock showed less tlmn thirty days. Either of the above Can be ob In
sufficient at least to preserve the existing fer
which I am prepared to offer them at much less than General Aacney for Cleveland and Aorthem. Ohi*.
tained by return mail, by addressing (with stamps for and merit a share of the public patronage.
has commenced the practice of law in the For himself the coolest and bravest of the brave.— return
April
28,1861.
ordinary
prices,
for
cash
only
.
postage) DR. THOMAS F.' CHAPMAN.
J. WATSOV
tility of soil.
Dress Making and Cutting Dresses done or
est City. Mr. Crowell was educated at Ken Taking off bis bat and using the courtly pre Practical Chemist, 831 Riio'adwav, Nhw York.
Attorney at Law ,(• Agent, Mt, laaisfi, Olu«.
It out! Yotice*
short notice'.
M
ay
27:m2
fix
of
the
olden
time,
he
said:
“
Ready,
now!
March
25-6:m.
OTICE
is
hereby
given
that
application
will
lie
Cotton Seed.
yon College, and passed through the Cleve
Latest styles of Patterns for Ladies and Chil
made to the Oommisstohers of Knox County, at
We have received a package of cotton seed land Law School with credit, and was admit UcntAinen, charge !” Our whole line swept
To Consumptives.
Road Notice.
their next session for a Coutity Road, commencingdren,
at just received from New York City, and kept or
forward, as the reaper's sickle goes through
HE adveitiser, having been restored to health in
hand
and
for sale.
Vf OTICE is hereby given that an »-plication will
from the Patent Office, at Washington, which ted to the bar by the District Court of Lucas the corn. Its keen edge had not yet touched
a
point
near
the
North
line
of
William
Cornell
’
s
land,
a few weeks by a very simple reinedv, after hav
he made to the Commissioners of Knox county,
Please call and examine, my stock of Milline
in Iljlliaf township, where the present county road,
we will be happy to distribute to such of.the county, last week. Success to him.
ing suffered several years with a severe lung affection
the enemy, when the latter broke simulta
makes art angle to the North, and j-unning thence ry Goods before purchasing elsewliere. as to qualitj Ohio, at their .Tunc Session for an ft foration oftfv*
anil
that
dread
dieeasc,
Consumption
—
is
anxious
to
neously
and
fled
in
confusion
to
the
rear
of
road loading from tliO Coshocton roa«J East of Robwt
anil prices, one door South of D. W. Mca 1’s Store.
farmers in this vicinity as may wish to try the
known to his fellow-sufferers the mcansof cure. Hast on said Cornell’s land, parallel to said North
Marshall to Ruiimoll’s Mill, ns folh v< . to begin on
For Making Uard.
their stronghold, and the field of Williams make
MRS L, A. DAVIDSON.
experiment of raising cotton in Knox coun
To all who desire it, ho will send a copy of the pre line to the lineof lands between said Cornell and Firman
the
line boj weon Robert Marshall and IL II. Yottug,
Mount VeKnon, May 6, 1862.
■
Pierson
thenco
South
on
said
last
mentioned
line
to
Cut the fat into pieces about two iclies burg was won.
scription used (free of charge,) with tho directions for
in Monroe township, where the Coshocton road, so
ty.
preparing and using the same, which they will firtd ti intersect the State road leading from Mt. Vernon to
square; filling a vessel boi ling about three
^AA’CY goods,
rnllad crosses said lino, thence North on the line beMANY PETITIONERS.
Texas Sick of the War._
iSizre Cure for Consumtion, Asthma, Etonchits, d'e.— Columbus.
Without reference to Cost,
tween Marshall and Toung, and tn tho lino between
“Gone to War.”
gallons with the pieces; put in a pint of boiled
May 13 4tThe only object of the advertiser in sending the proAt WHITE’S, Sign of the Bio Book.
Accounts
from
Texas
represent
that
the
Hull and Durbin, to the farm owned“by Mafclon PealA paper sent to a subscriber in this county lye made from oak or hickory ashes, and
SPi UNDID lot of Hams and Dried Reef, inet
Pocket Books, Wallots, Backgammon Boards. Chess -r, thence up the hollow near Pea'er s house, and
Union feeling is becoming so strong among Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread in
recc
ve
i
at
the
Old
Corner.
G.
M.
FAY.
formation
which
he
conceives
to
bo
invaluable,
and
Men.
Dominos,
Brushes,
Combs,
Pocket
Rules.
Ac.,
was returned by the Postmaster, with this de-strained before using; boil gently, over a slow the inhabitants, that the secession force in the
hrough the farm of Allison Adams and on the eoraer
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
Feb 25:y
Ac., Ac.
dee 31
Of Dr. TTunFs land to the roftd as laid nut aud usod
lightful indorsement upon the margin: “Gone, fire, until the cracklings have turned brown • state will soon be compelled to evacuate or cost them nothing, and may provo a blessing.
UAXK BOOKS.
at
this tiros in the, hollow, shout 25 rods South of the
Uzal Ball’s Estate.
to war, and worth nothing at home.” That l strain and set aside to cool. By the above surrender at discretion. The people have be Parties wishing the prescription will please address
A general ef STATIONERY,
rir lence of James Craig. T]iR PETITQNFR.B
!'\yOTTCE
is
horeby
given
that
the
subscriber
has
come
sick
of
the
war,
and
the
medicine
that
REV. EDWARD A. WILSON,
Ap. 2ft-4t*
dec 31
At WHITE’S BOOK-STORE.
gentlemen owes us $17,00. That’s the way ; process, you will get more lord, a better article, is daily administered to them will bo likely to
been appointed and quolified as Executor on the
Ma 27:m3
M illiamsburgb, Kings county, N. Y.
USTICE’S BLANKS, handsomely printed, for i Estate of Uznl Bail, l»t« of Knox C ounty deceased,
eeds, mortgages, otmi 1 I AIMfi, TD-I
printer’s money goes'
and whiter than by any other process.
make them worse.
A. J. BALL. J
.JSS*" For fine Job Work cal] at the Banner Office.
sale at the Banner Offi
j April 29-3t
fact ail kin.le of Blanks, U,e e Je at this (lflice?

Narrow Escape of General McClellan
from Capture.
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SUGAR MILL,

BOOTS AND SHOES!

G. AV. STAHL,

BOOTS AND SHOES,
LEATHER
FINDINGS,

Furniture Rooms,
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AYER’S

D VREING’« DIVER REGULATOR,

CATHARTIC

LIFE SITTERS,

PILLS.

vou sick, feeble, and compl.ili’.iug? Arc you out of order,
with your system deranged, and
your f i lings uncomfortable.
These symptoms are often the
prelude to serious illness. Some
Fmiiwauxi
fit of sickness is creeping upon
von, and should be averted by a
timely use of the right remedy.
Take Ayer’s I’ills, and cleanse
out the disordered humors — pu
<V
rify the blood, and let the fluids
move on unobstructed in health
again. They stimulate the func
. c'
tions of the body into vigorous
activity, purify the system from
'*.
the obstructions which make
disease. A cold settles soine' where in the body, and obstructs
its natural functions. These, if not relieved, react upon
themselves and the surrounding organs, producing gen
eral aggravation, suffering, and disease, IV hile in this
condition, oppressed by the derangements, take Ayer a
nils, and see how directly they restore the natural ac
tio., of the system, and with it the buoyant-feeling <«
health again,' What is true and so apparent in thia trivial
and common complaint, is also true in many of
.J
seated and d.mg-rous distempers. . I’he same P^gatl e
effeet expels tic m. Paused by similar i.hstruct. ...is and
U4»ran<jrcnv‘nt.s ol* the natural functions o •
3,
are r.midlv. and many ofthem surely, cured bv th samt
will
who know the vi, tft'‘s of these 1Pills,
Ills, win
tile ms. toNone
employ them when suffering from the disor
Arc

neglect

der they care.
....
nhvsieians in some of the
prhe'ie'd cities,'a'i'id from other well known public per„ Forwarding Merchant of St.-Louis, Feb. 4, 1856.
••• Your Pills are the paragon of all that is
d i , m -dieme Thev have cured my little daughter
o e • • • ous sores upon lire hands and feet that had proved
hmurabl ' for vears. Her mother lias been long gnew
e slv . dll -ted with blotches and pimples oil her skill and
in her hair Alter our child was cured, she also tried
year Pills, and they have cured her.

:

its’

(
j
,

^6SS»'"flo pent-op Utica contracts onr powers,
For the whole boundless Continent is ours."

OA. YkO'SKCV.’S

Vytayvarw.
CL72,c£

’BY.OO'D VYI/LS
have been introduced to the public for
than six years, and have acquired an

Headache, Sick Headache, Foul Stomach.

From. Dr. Edward Boyd, Baltimore..
Pi:\n Bro. Ayer: T cannot answer you what comneduts I have cured with your Pills better than to say
that we erer treat with a purgative medicine. 1 pla«j
.near dependence on an effectual cathartic in my daily
contest with disease, and believing as I do that your Pills
afford us the best we have, I of course value them highly.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 1, 1855.
T)r. J. C. \yi:r. Sir : I have been repeatedly cured of
the worst headache any body can have, by a dose or two
or our Pills. It seems to arise from a foul stomach,
which they cleanse at once.
mirmr
Yours with great respect,
ED. AV PKEBI.E,
Clerk of Steamer Clarion.

far exceeding any Family Medicines of a
similar nature in the market.
An appreciating public was not long in
discovering they possessed remarkable

Vyo\\.cy\\xs,
and lienee their
and consequent profit to the Proprietor, thus
enabling him to expend

Bilious Disorders — Liver Complaints.
Erom Dr. Theodore Fell, of New York City.

S’ot only are your Pills admirably adapted to their pur
Not
se as an aperient, hut I find their beneficial effects upon
post
* Liver very marked indeed. They have in my praotiee proved more effectual for the cure of bilious com
plaints than any one remedy 1 can mention. I sincerely
rejoice that we have at length a purgative which is wor
thy the confidence of tlie profession and the people.
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.
7th Feb., 185(1.
Sir : T have used your Pills in my general and hospital
practice ever siuce you made them, and do not hesitate to
sav they are the best cathartic we employ. Their regulaiine action on the liver is quick and decided, conse
quently they are an admirable remedy for derangements
of that organ. Indeed, I have seldom found a case of
bilious disease so obstinate that it did not readily yield to
them. Fraternally yours, ALONZO BALI,, M. 1).,
Physician of the Marine Hospital.

of dollars each year in advertising their
merits, and publishing the
which have been showered upon him from

TkW
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The peculiarity of the

'VyYYY^Y^ YYY\ik VyW.%
is that they strike at the root of Disease,
by eradicating every particle of impurity

\yy \\yci \S\atoi\.,
for the life and health of the body depends
upon the purity of the blood.
If the blood is poisoned, the body drags
out a miserable existence. These medicines

•KyC V\YtA\YYYY\.Ql\
for curing

Scrofula,
Syphilis,
Skin (Diseases, Old Sores,
Salt Rheum,
Rheumatism,
(Dyspepsia,
Siok Headache,
Liver Complaint, Dever and JIgue,
Leucorrhoea,
Female Complaints,
Erysipelas,
St. flnthony’s Fire,
(Tumors,
Eruptions,
Fits, Scrofulous Consumption, etc.

Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Relax, Worms.

From Dr. J. G. Green, of Chicago.
Your I’ills have had a long trial in my practice, and 1
hold them in esteem as one of the best aperients I have
ever found. Their alterative effect upon the liver makes
tiieiu an excellent remedy, when given in small doses for
bilions dysentery and diarrlaea. Their sugar-coating
makes them very acceptable and convenient lor the use
of women and children.
Dyspepsia, Impurity of the Blood.

From Rev. J. V. Himes, Pastor of Advent Church, Poston.
Du. Ayer: I have used your I’ills with extraordinary
success in my family and among those I am called to visit
i i distress. To regulate the organs of digestion and
pm i v the blood, they are the very best remedy I have
", er known, and I can confidently recommend them to
my friends.
Yours,
J. V. HIMES.
Warsaw, Wyoming Co., N. Y., Oct. 24, 1855.
1 >eak Sir : I am using your Cathartic Pills in my practi ■ ■, and find them an excellent purgative to cleanse the
s. -lem and purify the fountains of the blood.
John g. Meacham, m. d.

Ep e

of fits of nine years’ standing, and St Vitus’
dance of two years.
ANOTHER writes, his son was cured
after his flesh had almost wasted away.
The doctors pronounced the case incura
ble.
ANOTHER was cured of Fever and Ague
after trying every medicine in his reach.
ANOTHER was cured of Fever Sore
which had existed fourteen years.
ANOTHER of Rheumatism of eight years.
Cases innumerable of Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint could be mentioned in which the
Purifier and Pills

timstipatloii,
Costiveuess,
Suppression,
!{ he uniat Ism, Gout, Neuralgia, Dropsy,
Paralysis, Fits, etc.

From Dr. J. P. Vaughn, Montreal, Canada.
Too much cannot be said of vour Pills for the cure of
castireness. If others of our fraternity have found them
as enicaeious as I have, they should join me in proclaim
jug it for the benefit of the multitudes who suffer from
tii.it complaint, which, although bad enough in itself, is
the progenitor of others that are worse. I believe cosiireiie.s.s to originate in the liver, but your Pills affect that
organ and cure the disease.
Prom Mrs. E. Stuart, Physician and Midwife, Boston.
I find one or two large doses of your Pills, taken at the
proper time, are excellent promotives of the natural
secretion when wholly or partially suppressed, and also
very effectual to cleanse the stomach and expel worms.
They are so much the best physic we have that I reconi
mend no other to my patients.
From the Rev. Dr. Hawkes, of the Methodist Epis. Church.
Pulaski House, Savannah, Ga., Jan. 6, 1856.
Honoreh Sir: I should be ungrateful for the relief
your skill has brought me if I did not report my case
to you. A cold settled in my limbs and brought on ex
i-ruci.iliug neuralgic pains, which ended in chronic rhea
mutism. Notwithstanding I had the best of physicians,
the disease grew worse and worse, until by the advice of
your excellent agent in Baltimore, Dr. Mackenzie, I tried
vour I’ills. Their effects were slow, hut sure. By per
sev- riug in the use of them, 1 am now entirely well.
Si.xa'I’e Chamber, Baton Rouge, La.,5 Dec., 1855.
Di. Ayer: 1 have been entirely cured, by your Pills,
if Rheumatic Gout—a painful disease that had afflicted
1.1.' '.or years.
VINCENT SLIDELL.
\lo t of the Pills in market contain Mercury
aluable remedy in skilful hands, it
v. bu b. nlihougii a val
public pill, from the dreadful consequences
ft. t n [ue'.itly follow its incautious use. These coutaii
lie mercury or mineral substance whatever.
Price, 25 cents per Box, or 5 Boxes for $1.

Prepared by Dr. J. C. AYER A CO., Lowell, Mas;
Jas. Blanchard, A. W. Lippitt W. B. Russell, and
liy Druggists and dealers everywhere. Apl. 15-

MARRIAGE—Its Loves and hates
sorrows and angers, hopes and fears, re
grets and joys; MANHOOD, how lost,
how restored: the nature, treatment and radical cure
of spermatorrhoea or seminal weakness; involuntary
emissions; sexual debility and impediments to mar
riage generally: nervousness, consumption, fits, men
tal and physical incapacity, resulting from SELFABUSE—are fully explained in the MARRIAGE
GLIDE, by WM. YOUNG, M. D. This most extra
ordinary book should be in the hands of every young
person contemplating marriage, and every man or
woman who desires to limit the number of their off
spring to their circumstances. Every pain, disease
and ache accidental to youth, maturity and old age.
is fullv explained; every particle of knowledge that
should be known is here given. It is full of engra
vings. Iu fact, it discloses secrets that every one
rhouid know; still it is a book that must must be lock
ed up. and not lie about the house. It will be sent t<
any one on the receipt of twenty-five cents in specie
or postage stamps. Address Dr. WM. YOUNG, No,
41ti SPRUCE Street, above Fourth, Philadelphia.
fcSU AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE, no
matter what may be your disease, before you place
yourself under care of any of the notorious Quacks—
native or foreign—who advertise in this or any other
paper, get a copy of Dr. Young’s book, and read it
vtc fully. It will be the means of saving you many
a dollar, your health, and possibly your life.
DR. Y’OUNG can be consulted on any of the dis
eases described in his publication, at his office. No.
116 SPRUCE Street, above Fourth, Philadelphia.
Office hours from 9 to 3, daily. March 18.

Something for the Times!!!
4 NECESSITY IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD! !

JOHNS

CKOSLEY’S

American Cement Glue!
The Strongest Glue in the World

For Cementing Wood, Leather, Glass, Ivory,
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabasterf
Hone, Coral, &c., <tc., it'c,,

AYo vV. \a\yx

yy

CVyyyyyvy.

'BX.oodt VAVs
are the most active and thorough pills that
have ever been introduced.
They act so directly upon the Liver, excit
ing that organ to such an extent as that the
system does not relapse into its former con
dition, which is too apt to be the case with
simply a purgative pill.
They are really a

ASVoOlk YYYYik AiYY'-CY VyW.,
which, in conjunction with the

Vyyyy^yyy,
will cure all the aforementioned diseases,
and, of themselves, will relieve and cure

Headache,
Costiveness,
Colic Fains, Cholera fforbus,
Indigestion, Fam in the Rowels,
(Dizziness, eta.
Try these medicines, and you will never
regret it.
Ask your neighbors, who have used them,
and they will say they are

Csoo& "XXqAycyyyys.,
and you should try them before going for a
physician.
Get a Pamphlet or Almanac of my local
agent, and read the certificates, and if you
have ever doubted you will
V3ov\\A v\.o
As a proof that the Blood Purifier and Pills are purely

vegetable, I have the certificates of those eminent chem
ists, Professors Chilton of N. Y., and Locke of Cincinnati,
Read Dr. Roback’s Special Notices and Certificates pub
lished in a conspicuous part of this Taper from time to
time.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifier, 81
per bottle, or 85 per half dozen. Of the Scandinavian Veg
etable Blood Pills, 25 cents per box, or 5 boxes for 81.
Principal Office and Salesroom, No. 6 East Fourth 8t.,
Sd Building from Main St., Cincinnati, 0. Laboratory,
No. 18 Hammond Street.

Opposite Woodward Block,

The Stars and Stripes Triumphant!

RE pure vegetable extracts. They cure all hilMOUNT VERNON, 0.
FRANK H. HURD
M. C. HURD.
liuus disorders of the human system. They reg
Sign or the Red Redstead, and
R. C. IIURD & SON,
ulate and invigorate the liver and kidneys; they giveThe Rebellion Completely Squelched!
Golden Cliair.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
tone to the digestive organs; they regulate the secre
AV HITK,
mar 12-tf
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OUR COUNTRY SAVEDI
tions, excretions and exhalations, equalize the circu
DANIEL McDOWELL,
lation, and purify the blood. Thus, all billious comW. L. BANE,
VERY DAY brings fresh tidings of the success
AKES pleasure in announcing
SIGN OF THE BIG BOOK,
plaintn—some of which are Torpid Liver, Sick Head
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
of the Union cause, and every day brings fresh
to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and
ache, Dyspepsia, Piles, Chills and Fevers, Costiveness
MOUNT
VERNON, OHIO.
vicinity, that having been in the bus
arrivals of GROCERIES.
OFFERS AT 25
oj Looseness—are entirely controlled and cured by
OFFICE—Rooms formerly occupied by Ho
iness for 39 years, in this place, he
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but
these remedies.
TO
continues to manufacture CHAIRS mcr Curtis, Esq., three doors south of the Bank.
all other Goods as comparatively cheap. Thankful
33 per cent discount from usu
Darling’s Diver Regulator
Nov. 5-tf.
and BEDSTEADS of every descrip
Removes The morbid and billions deposits from the to the public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a al prices, a very desirable stock of Miscellaneous
tion, at his stand in Banning’s Build
JOHN ADAMS,
stomach and bowels, regulates the liver and kidneys, continuance of the same, and hope to merit it in fu Books.
ing where he hopes, by making good
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
removing every obstruction, restores a natural and ture by sellin<» goods cheap, and fair dealing at the
work,
and
selling
at
low
prices
to
re

Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.
HISTORY,
And Notary Public,
healthy action in the vital organs. It is a superior
ceive a continuation of the liberal
Nov. 26, 1861.
fal- OFFICE—In Ward’s New Building,
FAMILY MEDICINE,
patronage
that
has
heretofore
been
extended
to
him.
BIOGRAPHY,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Bound to Blaizc!
Much better than pills, and much easier to take.
All his work is made of the very best material, and
March 11-tf.
I" WISH it distinctly understood that we have no
Darling’s life Bitters
will be warranted to give entire satisfaction. The
THEOLOGY,
JL
connection
with
any
other
house
in
this
city,
hav

Is a superior tonic and diuretic; excellent in cases of
patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
WILLIAM DUNBAR,
loss of appetite, flatulency, female weakness, irregu ing purchased of Mr. J. George the stock and paid
jy 12: ty
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
AGRICULTURE,
larities, pain in the side and bowels, blind, protruding him for it; he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove
and bleeding piles, and general debility.
LEWIS’
OFFICE—In Banning Building, northwest
ARTS AND SCIENCE,
the same.
[feb 26]
G. M. FAY.
READ THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONY—
corner of Main and Vine Streets, in the room formerJas L. Brumley, merchant, 184 Fulton street, New
QUANTITY’ of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese
ly occupied by M. H. Mitchell.
je 14
POETRY,
York, writes, August 18, 1860: “ I have been afflicted A just received at the Old Corner.
for years with piles, accompanied with bleeding, the
HENRY S. MITCHELL.
Nov. 26
G. M. FAY.
I desire to inform the public that my
DRAMA,
last three years ; I used
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
ALL AND SEE those nice cheap Sugars, before
Splendid Suit of Photograph Booms
And Notary Public,
Darling’s Liver Regulator and Life Bit c purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner,
FICTION,
JAKE COMPLETED!
MOUNT VERNON. OHIO.
ters,
nov 26
•
G. M. FAY.
ND
NOW
OPEN
for
the
reception
of
visitors.
—
fpSf!"
OFFICE
—North side of Kremlin Block.
And now consider myself entirely cured."
GIFT BOOKS,
It is needless to comment upon my work, as it
August 28, 1860-ly.
lion. John A. Cross writes, “Brooklyn, March 15,
recommends itself. I make Photographs from small
1860. In the Spring of 1859, I took a severe cold,
JUVENILES,
SAMUEL ISRAEL.
JOSEPH C. I
miniatures to LIFE SIZE, PLAIN or
JOHN W. POWER,
which induced a violent fever. I took two doses of
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
FTER
an
absence
of
many
months,
during
which
Darling’s Liver Regulator.
<tc., &c., &c.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
time he has been following his profession ofPhoIt broke up my fever at once. Previous -to this at
Including
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
tographist and Ambrotypistin the principal galleries
tack, I had been troubled with dispepsia for several
Prompt attention given to all business entrusted to
Water Colors, or India Ink.
of Fine Art in the South and West, has returned to
months; I have felt nothing of it since.”
Prescott
’
s
Works,
in
half-calf
,
and
Library
Binding.
them,
and
especially
to collecting and securing claims
Otis Studlcy, Esq., 128 East 28th Street, N. Y., Mt. Y ernon, and opened his
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotvpe of in any part of the state of Ohio.
Union Cvallery of Art,
writes: “August 13, 1860.—I had a difficulty with
Byron. Milton. Burns, Scott. Ilenians. Moore, She!
ffSF- OFFICE—Three doors South of the Knox
Kidney Complaint three years, with constant pain in In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him im ley, Montgomery, Landon, Goldsmith, Ben Johnson, a deceased friend, (no matter how poor,) it can be en County Bank._________________________ Dec. 7-tf.
the small of my back. 1 had used most all kinds of mediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus Pope, Shakespeare, and other British Poets, in An- larged to any size and colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of
D. C. MONTGOMERY;
'
medicines but found no permanent relief until I used sell, Sturges & Co., West side of Main street, Mt. Ver tique-mor and Library binding.
the public this important branch of Photography,
Darling’s Liver Regulator, and Life non, where he is prepared and furnished with the
Attorney at Law.
Scott's, Bulwer’s and Cooper’s NOVELS.
employ
Mr.
HALL,
of
Cleveland,
the
acknowledged
means
of
executing
his
art
in
a
manner
not
to
he
sur

Bitters.
Main. Street, Relaw the Knox County Bank.
A good assortment of GIFT BOOKS, JUVE best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
I passed clotted blood by the uretha. I am now passed by any artist in the land,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
NILES, and ALBUMS.
Doc 31
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at
Lii'e-Sizcd Photographs,
entirely CHred, and take pleasure in recommendin''
Special attention given to the collection of claims,
my Gallery.
Painted in oil colors, by the best artist of the North
these remedies.”
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
and the purchase and sale Real-Estate.
Mrs C. Tebow, 11 Christopher Street, N. Y., writes : West, Ambrotyes of all sizes, from minature to the
“ Feb. 20, 1860.—I have been subject to attacks of very largest size, taken In the shortest notice, at the
AMBROTYPES
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
Asthma the last twenty years. I have never found most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames,
640 acress in Osage county, Missouri.
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio. His
anything equal to
And all small work done on short notice. We extend
605 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
Light will permit him to operate at all hours of the
Darling’s Liver Regulator,
a cordial invitation to all to call and examine Speci
302 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
in affording immediate relief. It is a thorough Liver day, and in all kinds of weather, having been prepar The Union and Constitution Forever! mens.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
ed under his immediate supervision. He feels confi
and Bilious remedy.”
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
Taylor,
Gantt
<fe
Co.
’
s
Store.
Entrance
same
as
Dr
Mrs. Young, of Brooklyn writes, “ Februnrv 28, dent that nothing is wanting to make it a perfect Gal
83 acres in Mercer county, Ohio,
AL. BEACH
1800. In May last I had a severe attack of Piles, lery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to furnish all
mar 1
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
N.
B.
The
class
of
pictures
termed
25
cent
pic

which confined me to the house. I took one bottle of country Artists with all kinds of Stock at Eastern pri
Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve them
ces. The entire community are cordially invited to
SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS.
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
Darling’s Life Ritters,
with FRESH MEATS, every Tuesday, Thursday and
nov 13-ly.
N. E. LEWIS.
and was entirely cured. I have had no attack since.” call at the Union Gallery of Art.
Saturday,
at his elegant Marble Hall Meat Shop, on
Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus
Dr. Westervelt, Esq, of South 5th, near 8th Street,
DEVOE & HUBBELL,
Main street, three doors South of Gambier. He will
Williamsburg, L. I., writes: “August 5, 1860.—Hav sell, Sturges <fe Co.’s Rank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
NNOUNCE to the citizens of Knox and the
keep
on
hand
the
best
kind
of
BEEF,
VEAL,
MUT

June 25th, 1861. tf.
ing been troubled with a difficulty in the Liver, and
surrounding counties, that they are now prepar
TON, PORK, SAUSAGE, all in their season. Be
subject to billious attacks, I was advised by a friend
ed to manufacture to order all kinds of Sash, Do«>rs
sure and give me a call, at Marble Hall, where I shall
to try
and
Blinds,
Window and Door Frames, and all work
treat you all, both great and small, to the nicest meat
required in house finishing. We shall use the Tery
Darling’s Liver Regulator.
meat in Mt. Vernon. That’s so, Captain, aug 6:tf
best material, and will warrant all our work.
I did so, and found it to operate admirably, removing
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
the bile and arousing the liver to activity. I have al
MEDIC AD.
KNOX
COUNTY
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
inarch 20.
so used it as a
HE subscriber respectfully informs the communi
ty in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has set
Family Medicine.
J. B. MILLER,
When our children are out of sorts, we give them a
tled in said place as a regular practising Physician,
few drops and it sets them all right. I find it meets
having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such solicits
Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
the general wants of the stomach and bowels when
patronage, especially from the female portion of socie
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
disordered.”
ty. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner of Main
No. 109 main st., up Stairs,
,
Reader, if you need either or both of these most
and Gambier streets, entrance between Gannt <Sc Co.
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
and Munk’s stores.
excellent Remedies, inquire for them at the stores; if
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
ilded side and top lights, window
ffSP' Country calls promgtlv attended to.
you do not find them, take no other, but inclose One
Curtains. Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
July 23:tf '
JANE PAYNE. M. D.
Dollar in a letter, and on receipt of the money, the
WILLIAM SANDURSON
Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures fram
Remedy or Remedies will he sent according to your
ed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable terms.—
directions, by mail or express, postpaid. Address,
ESPECTFULLY informs the public and his Stenceling in paper or metal neatly executed.
WEW FURNITURE.
friends that he continues to“manufacture Carri
DANIEL S. DARLING,
P. S. Block letters to order.
May 22.1860.
ages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wagons.
102 Nassau st., New York.
OW RECEIVING, at the old stand, sign of the Sleighs and Choriats, in all their various styles ol
Put up in 50 cent and $1.00 bottles.
Dr. D. McBRIAR.
N Big Chair, over Sperry’s & Co.’s Store, the
finish and proportion.
Jan 28:m6.Vff'A
All orders will be executed with strict regard to du
Wholesale
and
Retail
Dealer
Largest and Best Stock of* Furniture rability and beauty of finish. Repairs will also be
OLD ESTABLISHED HOSPITAL,
On the French System.
attended to on the most reasonable terms. As I use
Ever offered for sale in this place, consisting in part in all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and em
Surgeon ZDoxrtist.
DR. Teller, the old man's
of
friend, and young man's com
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt
ploy none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident
SOFAS, TETE-A-TETES, LOUNGES.
panion, continues to he con
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per
that all who favor me with their patronage, will be
MARBLE TOP AND MAHOGNY TABLES.
sulted on all forms of Private
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
perfectly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my
CHAIRS,
CANE
AND
WOOD-SEAT
CHAIRS.
Diseases, at his old quarters,
work will he warranted.
practicing his profession in the best and most . »b^
STANDS, CRIBS, BEDSTEADS, and in fact every
No. 5 Beaver street, Albany,
flSSp- Purchasers are requested to give me a call be stantial style of the art, and I would say to those who
thing usually called for in the Cabinet line. I also fore buying elsewhere.
N. Y. By aid of his match
may favor me with their patronage, that my work
Mar. 20:tf.
keep on hand and make to order, Curled Hair, Cotton,
less remedies, he cures hun
shall and will compare both in beauty and durability
John C«rhran & Brother
and Husk
dreds weekly; no mercury uwith any in the State. I would also say to those who
OF
sed, and cures warranted.—
are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that I am pre
Matrasses, Feather Bolsters and Pillows. Iron Rowling,MANIFAUTURERS
Iron Vaults, Vault Doors, pared to treat all diseases of the mouth under any
Recent eases cured in 6
I
have
Bailey
’
s
Curtain
Fixtures,
the
best
in
use.
—
days. Letters by mail recei
Window
Shutters,
Guards,
Arc.
form. Also to remove tumors from the mouth or an
Also, a few choice Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames
ved, and packages by Express
No. 91 Second Street and 88 Third Street,
trum. All operations warranted, and moderate char
made
to
order.
sent to all parts of the world.
Wood and Market,)
PITTSBURGH, Pa. ges. I have taken a lease of my present suit of
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent (Between
Young men, who by indulging in Secret Hab
AVE
on
hand
a
variety
of
new
Patterns,
fancy
rooms
from Dr. Russell, for five years with the refusal
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Burial Cases, and will keed them on hand.
its, have contracted that soul-subduing, mind-prostra
and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu of ten. The best of references can be given.
The
public
are
invited
to
call
and
examine
my
stock
ting, body-destroying vice, one which fills our Luna
lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots. Jobbing[June 19, 1860.
and prices.
[ap 26]
W. C. WILLIS.
tic Asylums, and crowds to repleton the wards of our
done at short notice.
mar 6
Hospitals, should apply to Dr. Teller without delay.
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Drugs and Medicines,

H

Dr. Teller’s Great Work.

DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY

A Private Medical Treatise, and Domestic Midwifery,
The only work on the subject ever published in any
country or in any language, for 25 cents. Illustrated
with magnificent engravings, showing both sexes, in a
state of nature, pregnancy, and delivery of the Foetus Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and Dye
Stuffs,
—27th edition, over 200 pages, sent under seal, post
paid, to any part of the world, on the receipt of 25 cts.
or 5 copies for $1. Specie or bank bills perfectly safe
in a well sealed letter. It tells how to distinguish
Pregnancy and how to avoid it. How to distinguish
secret habits in young men and how to cure them.— PURE WINES AND
BRANDIES
It contains the author's views on Matrimony, and how
to choose a partner. It tells how to cure Gonorrhse.
How to cure spine diseases, Nervous Irritation, Des
pondency, Loss of Memory, Aversion to Society, and
Love of Solitude. It contains Fatherly “Advice to
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
Young Ladies, young men, and all contemplating ma
trimony. It teaches the young mother or those ex
pecting to become mothers, how to rear their offspring.
How to remove pimples from the face. It tells how
to cure Leucorrhoea or Whites, Falling of the Womb.
Inflamation of the Bladder, and all diseafes of the gen
PERFUMERY,
ital organs. Married persons and others who desire
to escape the perils of disease, should enclose the
price of the work, and receive a copy by return mail.
This book has received more than 5,000 recommen
dations from the public press, and physicians are SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
recommending persons in their vicinity to send for it.
N. B. Ladies in want of a pleasant and safe rem
edy for irregularities, obstructions, Ac., can obtain
Dr. Nichol’s Female Monthly Pills at the Doctor’s
SNUFF AND CIGARS,
Office, No. 5 Beever street.
CAUTION.—Married ladies in certain situations,
should not use them—for reasons, see directions with
each box. Price $1. Sent by mails to all parts of
the world.
jS© 1000 boxes sent this month—all have arrived
safe.
N. B. Persons at a distance can he cured at home BURNETT’S COCOINE,
by addressing a letter to Dr. J. Teller, enclosing a
remittance. Medicines securely packed from obser
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON
vation, sent to any part of the w’orld. All cases war
ranted. No charge for advice. N. B.—No students
BURNETT’S LORIMEL,
or boys employed. Notice this, address all letters to
J. TELLER, M. D.,
COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
Jan. 21 : ly.
No. 5 Beever Street. Albany N. Y.

FAMILY

MEDICINES,

JOSEPH MCCORMICK S

WALKER’S LxMOA WASHER.

FURNITURE

WARE ROOMS.)?

New Firm.

Boot, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.

HORACE WELSH

ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of
MORTON & SAPP
Knox and the surrounding counties that he is
l ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
the agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S V Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar
ed to suit every one in their line of business, at prices
HE undersigned respectfully announces to the CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which he hesi
tates
not to say is the
that cannot he sold under.
citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties,
GO AND SEE
Rest
Washing
Machine
that he has greatly enlarged his business, and is now
prepared to offer superior inducements to those who now in use in the country. These machines are man Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all
ufactured by that superior workman, L. M. Fowler, sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we
wish to purchase
and are sold at extremely low prices.
have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
Read the following certificate of persons well known latest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps; and
He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of
in this community :
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
BUREAUS, BEDSTEADS, LOUNGES,
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buj(
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Feb. 4. 1861.
WARDROBES, SOFAS, HAT-RACKS,
their Leather and Findings at
We,
the
undersigned,
would
recommend
G.
Walk

BOOK-CASES, CENTRE, PIER and
er
’
s
Union
Washer
as
one
of
the
most
deirable
imple

Morton fir Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store,
DINING TABLES, MAHOGANY,
ments of household economy; and believe that it Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building,
CANE SEAT, and COMMON CHAIRS,
stands unequalled for ease of operating, for perfection Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
may 14
MATRASSES, Ac., Ac.
And in fact every article to be found in a first-class and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and
CABINET BUSINESS.
health
of
the
operator,
freeing
them
from
the
injuri

Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order any
article that may be called for. I employ the very ous effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and inha
best workmen to be had, and every article sold will ling into the lungs the nauseating and health destroy
AKES pleasure in announcing to Che citizens of
be warranted. I solicit a continuation of the liberal ing fumes of the Wash.
L. M. Fowler,
L. M. Watson,
Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
patronage heretofore extended to me.
Henry
Ransom,
Robert
Watson,
carry on the
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
Ellen Ransom,
William Bartlett,
Cabinet.Making Business.
Wm. Wallace Wade,
J. B. Staunton,
in all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of
UNDERTAKING.
Mary E. Wade,
Helen
M.
Staunton,
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking Bu
E. Hildreth,
Wm. B. Beardsley,
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs Bedsteads,
siness, and having an elegant HEARSE is prepared
A. W. Hildreth,
Dorcas
Beardsley,
Washstands,
Capboards, Ac., Ac.
to attend funerals in either town or country. Coffins
Geo. W. Jackson,
Wm. Blair.
made to order, in the best style, and on the shortest
mar 5:tf
notice. I can be found at my Furniture Ware-rooms,
UNDERTAKING.
in Banning’s Building, opposite Woodward Block. Mt.
I have provided myself with a new and splendid
W. P. COOKE & GO.,
Vernon, Ohio.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
Hearse, and will be ready to attend funerals whenev
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
mar 13:tf
er called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand and
made to order.
J. S. MARTIN.
MEAT MARKET.
SHOE FINDINGS,
feb. 8 : tf

R

r

T

J OSOJZ>tl. S. TJIzxzi-SixA

T

Leather, Hides and Oil,
SHEEP PELTS AND WOOL,

Joscpli BectLtoll
pleasure in an
TIAKES
nouncing to his friends

No. 35, Water Street,

Mount Vernon

CLEFELAND, OHIO.

WOuLEN FACTORY!

Particular attention paid to orders.

He Subscriber would call the attention of the pub
W. P. COOKE.
E. DENNIS
and customers that he still
lic to the fact, that the Old Lueerene Factory is
Cleveland. March 31:tf
continues to keep for sale
remowed to Mt. Vernon, at
the very best Beef, Mutton.
HOWARD ASSOCIATION,
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY.
Lamb, Pork, and Veal, at
PHILADELPHIA.
And it is being fitted up with good Machinery fordo
his cellar, on the corner of Main and Vine streets, un A Benevolent Institution, established by special Endow ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to
der Clark's Tailor Shop. By keeping good MEAT,
ment for the Relief of the Sick and Distressed, afflic receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere,
and by honest dealing, he hopes to merit a continu
ted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and espe Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on shares or by the
ance
of
the
liberal
patronage
he
has
heretofore
receiv

MANUFACTURER OF
cially for the Cure of Diseases of the Sexual Organs. Yard.
ed.
April 27:tf
EDICAL ADVICE given gratis, by the Acting
Also, Carding and spinning; Carding Rolls and
Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a de Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work war
BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
scription of their condition, (age, occupation, habitsranted
of
done in the best manner and as cheap as the
life, Ac.,) and in case of extreme poverty, Medicine cheapest.
NEWARK, OHIO.
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
furnished free of charge.
Wool will he received at the Old Factory at LucerVALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and ene and work returned.
O the citizens of Knox County, I would return
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre
H. E. WILKINSON.
my sineere thanks for the patronage extended to other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the NEW
June 19.
scription and in preparing recipes of allkiuds.
REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent to the
me since I became proprietor of this House, and for
Jan. 29, I860.
Valuable Farm for Sale.
your continued pa tronage, I pledge myself to make the afflicted in sealed letter envelopes, free of charge.—
Q
ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence,
HOLTON HOUSE rank equal to any house in this Two or three stamps for postages will he acceptable.
Address, DR. J. SKTLLEN HOUGHTON, Acting O\J\J 200 cleared, and under good state of culti
part of the State, and my Guests shall have my undi
vided attention for their comfort, while they remain Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2, South Ninth st. vation, and containing a good frame Dwelling house,
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
Philadelphia, Pa.
my guests.
J. S. HOLTON. Proprietor.
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situated in
By order of the Directors.
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house.
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
EZRA
D.
HEARTWELL,
President.
Oct 11. ’59:tf
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3i miles from Frede
Geo. Fairchild, Secretary
ricktown. Said premises are well situated, and are
Philadelphia, Dec. ll:y
watered with seven good springs, and two large
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all
Land
Warrants.
0l
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
FYI
AND
sending them to the undersigned, can have them suit purchasers, and sold on time.
DAVID BRADDOCK.
loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at two hunjan 22-tf
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL dred and. fifty dollars, payable in one year secured by
REMOVAL.
the
land
entered
with
the
warrant.
—EMBRACING---This is an excellent chance for investment, the lend
EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
DR. C. M. KELSEY,
er being rendered doubly safe, for having the benefit
---- IN—
of the settlers improvements and selection of the finest
No. 5 WATER STREET,
Rosewood, Mahogany and Walnut,
lands in the West.
AS taken for a term of years the rooms formerly
SUITABLE FOR
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
(fbaxklix buildinos)
occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Tay
Parlors,
June 30.
Omaha City, Nebraska Territory.
OKOROV A. DAVIS,
lor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the vari
Chambers, and
B. F. FRIZOTTO. ! GLKYSLAED, 0.
Wm. SCHUCHMAN’S
ous duties of his profession with an experience of over
Dining Rooms,
EQUAL TO ANY IN
Lithographic, Drawing, Engraving 16 years constant practice, and an acquaintance with
all the late improvement in the art, he feels confident
and Printing Establishment,
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
Nos. 17 and 19, Fifth Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
of giving entire satisfaction. The best skill of the
AND AT
Home Made Work.
ONDS
and
Coupons,
Certificates
of
Stock,
Diplo

profession warranted to be exercised in every case.
LOWER PRICES.
mas,
Drafts,
Notes,
Checks,
Maps,
Bill
and
Let

On hand a large stoek of Dental Material lately pro
Every Article made by Hand and Warranted.
terheads, Show Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels,
cured from the east.
MAIN STREET, EAST SIDE, NEARLY OP
Business and Visiting Cards, Ac., executed in the
Entrance on Main street, between Taylor, Gantt A
Cabinet-Makers
POSITE THE L YRRAND HOUSE.
Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
best style, at moderate terms.
E keep on hand and for sale, an assortment of Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE AND
First premiums for Lithography awarded by the
April 19, 1859-tf
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
Ready-make Custom Work, of all kinds, of
Ohio and Penn. State Agricultural Societies, 1852,
HE CONFESSIONS and EXPERIENCE of a
Hotels and Steamboats Furnished at the shortest notice. 1853, 1854, 1855 and 1856.
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention
July 14.
SUFFERER,—Published as a warning, and for
Ware-rooms, Nos. 77 and 79, Third street,
paid to Measure Work. Gents fine and coarse sewed
the especial benefit of Young Men and those who suf
mar
17
PITTSBURGH.
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco,
K. R. DIBBLKB,
J. C. WORK,
L.C. MOORB
fer
with
Nervous Debility, Loss of Memory, Prema
Calf and Kip Shoes, sewed and pegged, made to order JOSEPH PENNOCK.
NATHAN F. HART.
I1EYRY P. WARDEN,
ture Decay, Ac., Ac., Ac., by one who has cured him
on short notice.
PENNOCK & IIART,
Late Mt. Vernon, with
self by simple means, after being put to great ex
[Of the late firm of Pennock. Mitchell A Co.]
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Done.
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE, pense and inconvenience, through the use of worth
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock Fulton Foundry,
Importersand Jobbers of
less medicines prescribed by learned Doctors.
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
and workmanship, will do well to call. The best of
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods, Single copies may be had of the author, C. A. LAM
PITTSBURGH, PA.
French and Spanish Upper Leather used.
BERT, esq., Greenpoint, Long Island, by enclosing
97 Chambirk a 79 a 81 readest.,n. y.
CONSTANT SUPPLY of Cooking Stoves and
Remember the place.
sept 10
a post-paid addressed envelope. Address CHARLES
Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all
apers
.
A.
LAMBERT, Esq., Greenpoint, Long Island N.
sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea
PATENT OFFICE
A full assortment,
Y.
Jan 28:m2.
Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes,
Extra Quality,
Iron Fronts for Houses and Miscellaneous Castings
Writing Papers.
Opposite the Weddell House,
B LANKA BOOKS.
made to order.
Pittsburgh. Apr. 7:tf
general ef STATIONERY,
At WHITE’S
3. brainand,
CLEA ELAND, 0.
dec 31
At WHITE’S BOOK-STORE.
dec
31
Book
Store.
For
fine
Job
AYork
call
at
the
Banner
Office.
w. u. bubridce.
may 5

HOLTON HOUSE,

T

M

T

LADIES.

Patent Ilevimer and Shield,
FOR HAND SEWING,
S pronounced by all who have used it “just the
thing for those using the needle, as it completely
protects the finger, and makes a neat and uniform
hem while the operator is sewing.
One half of the labor of sewing is saved by this

i^SSWWttWftllll'IUNION HALL (

I

Remarkably Simple and Novel Invention.

25 CENTS.
"Silflll!
Descriptive Circulars furnished on application.
f[gg~ A liberal discount to the Trade.
Enterprising Agents (wanted in every town and
county throughout the United States and Canada,)
EXTRACTS.
will find most profitable employment in selling this
“Every housekeeper should have a supply of Johns useful article, as it meets with ready sales wherever
4k Cros.oy’s American Cement Glue.”—N. Y. Times. offered—has no competition—and profits are very
Manufacturer and Dealer in
“ It is so convenient to have in the house.”—N. 1’. large.
Express.
$150 per Month can be Realized.
“ It is always ready ; this commends it to every
FOll MEN AND HOYS’ WEAR.
Address,
A. H. DOWNER,
body.”—N. Y. Independent.
MPORTER and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeres, Ves
442 Broadway, New York,
“We have tried it, and find it as.useful in our
tings, Tailor's Trimmings and Furnishing Goods.
Patantee and Sole Proprietor.
house as water.”— B’i’ZAes Spirit of the Times.
Also, sole agent for the sale of
N. B. General and exclusive Agencies will be grar.Price 25 Cents per Bottle,
ed on the most liberal terms.
Jan 2S:m3
Singer’s Celebrated Sewing Machines,
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers.
and Store’s Autoinoton Pressman, and dealer in Sew
TERMS CASH.
Taylor, Griswold *fc Co.
ing Machine Needles, Twist, Threads, &c.
For sale by all Druggists and Storekeepers
Dealem in all kindu of Foreign and. Domentic
generally throughout the the country.
Isaac A. Isaacs Union Hall,
STAPLE AND FANDY DRY GOODS,
JOHNS & CROSLEY,
ALSO
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, 0.
(Sole Manufacturers.)
Nov
26:y
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &c.
TS WILLIAM STREET,
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
(Corner of Liberty Street,)
NEW YORK.
William Rlinn
No. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
July 9-1 y.
M. A A.
Having Removed to No. 10 Buckeye Block,
Cleveland, April 6:y
RUSTS
that
his friends will not fail to find him
Custom Work.
Country Merchants
at his new location. lie has made extensive ad
? /~1AN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any
i
ditions to his already large stock of
ipairing done on the Shor - j v_y thing in our line, at Clelcland wholesale prices,
Measured W< irk
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
MORTON A SAPP
test notice.
may 14
MORTON A APP.
Fancy Articles for the Hollidays.
iudsouicly printed, for
kinds neatly and cheaj tCSr- lie shall aim, in Goods, prices, and attention
USTICE
OB PRINTING
,T sale at ti
’
1
1 to please the public.
[Columbus, Nov. 20.
ly executed at this offiee.

ISAAC A. ISAACS,

T

rj.

WOOD WEBB’S
FURNITURE

oaew

- The oi)/y article of the kind every pro
duced which will withstand water.

I

MANUFACTURERS

Wholesale Dealers

I

No lady should be without it. It is also “just the
thing” for girls to use learning to sew.
Its remarkable cheapness brings it within reach ol
the million. Sample sent by mail on the receipt ot
the price,

J

Coach and Carriage Factory,

JAMES BLANCHAR. .

DOWNER’S

P

A

A

SOMETHING NEW.
to the

T

WITH YOU ONCE MORE!

For sale in Knox county, by A. W. Lippitt and W.
B. Russell, Mt. Vernon; I). A D. S. Fry, Centreburg:
S. W. Sapp, Danville; Montague & Hosaek, Freder
icktown ; R. McLoud, Millwood; M. N. Dayton, Mar
tinsburg ; Bishop & Mishey, North Liberty ; Hanna
& Mercer. Bladensburg; D. P. Wright, Barbers &
Douds, Amity : A. Gardner. Mt. Holly; R. M. Fisher.
Palmyra; Daniel Veateh, Mt. Liberty : John Denny.
Heller, and by druggisis and merchants generally
throughout the United States.
Jan 1

IIIGIIXY IMPORTANT

(Earhs.

TEMPLE OF ART!

more

As n Family Physic.

Prom Dr. E. if. Cartwright, -Vew Orleans.
Your Pills are the prince of purges. Their excellent
au.iliti's surpass any cathartic we possess.
I hey are
mild, hut very certain and effectual in their action on the
bowels, which makes them invaluable to us in the daily
treat incut of disease.

business

C1IAI1IAXD BEDSTEAD 1IAATFACT0RT,

E

Tie

ASA MORGKIDGE

BARGAINS! BARGAINS!

P

DENTIST,

H

BOOTS AND SHOES.

B

CHARLES WEBER,

W

T

A
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P

